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ABSTRACT

We present ALMA band 6/7 (1.3 mm/0.87 mm) and VLA Ka band (9 mm) observations toward

NGC 2071 IR, an intermediate-mass star forming region. We characterize the continuum and associated

molecular line emission towards the most luminous protostars, i.e., IRS1 and IRS3, on ∼ 100 au (0.′′2)

scales. IRS1 is partly resolved in millimeter and centimeter continuum, which shows a potential disk.

IRS3 has a well resolved disk appearance in millimeter continuum and is further resolved into a close

binary system separated by ∼40 au at 9 mm. Both sources exhibit clear velocity gradients across

their disk major axes in multiple spectral lines including C18O, H2CO, SO, SO2, and complex organic

molecules like CH3OH, 13CH3OH and CH3OCHO. We use an analytic method to fit the Keplerian

rotation of the disks, and give constraints on physical parameters with a MCMC routine. The IRS3

binary system is estimated to have a total mass of 1.4–1.5 M�. IRS1 has a central mass of 3–5 M�
based on both kinematic modeling and its spectral energy distribution, assuming that it is dominated

by a single protostar. For both IRS1 and IRS3, the inferred ejection directions from different tracers,

including radio jet, water maser, molecular outflow, and H2 emission, are not always consistent, and

for IRS1, these can be misaligned by ∼50◦. IRS3 is better explained by a single precessing jet. A

similar mechanism may be present in IRS1 as well but an unresolved multiple system in IRS1 is also

possible.

1. INTRODUCTION

Intermediate mass protostars are observationally de-

fined as young stellar objects (YSOs) that have lumi-

nosities between ∼ 50 and 2000 L� and will eventually
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reach final masses of 2–8 M� (Beltrán 2015). Intermedi-

ate mass protostars constitute the link between low- and

high-mass protostars, and hence provide a natural labo-

ratory to test star formation theories that unify the two

mass regimes. Unlike their low mass counterparts, inter-

mediate mass stars produce significantly more UV pho-

tons and form in more densely clustered environments

(e.g., Fuente et al. 2007). In observational terms, inter-
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mediate mass star-forming regions are on average closer

and less extincted than high mass ones, making it easier

to trace the primordial configuration of the molecular

cloud and to study the earliest stages of star formation.

NGC 2071 IR is an intermediate mass star-forming

region located in the Orion B molecular cloud, ap-

proximately 4′ north of the optical reflection nebula

NGC 2071. The distance of NGC 2071 IR is about

430.4 pc as estimated in Tobin et al. (2020), which

is based on Gaia DR2 data for a sample of relatively

evolved young stars in Orion. This region is character-

ized by an energetic bipolar outflow, which is oriented

in the NE-SW direction and extends ∼15′ in length and

∼120 km s−1 in velocity. The outflow has been exten-

sively characterized in CO (e.g., Bally 1982; Scoville

et al. 1986; Stojimirović et al. 2008) and H2 2.12 µm

emission (Eislöffel 2000; Walther & Geballe 2019). At

the center of the outflow is an infrared cluster with a di-

ameter of ∼30′′, which has a total luminosity of 520 L�
(Butner et al. 1990), and harbors ∼10 near-IR sources

(Persson et al. 1981; Walther et al. 1993; Walther &

Geballe 2019). Most of the near-IR sources are identi-

fied as YSOs (Skinner et al. 2009).

Millimeter and centimeter continuum emission has

been detected toward some of the IR sources (Snell &

Bally 1986; Torrelles et al. 1998; Trinidad et al. 2009;

van Kempen et al. 2012; Carrasco-González et al. 2012).

Among these sources IRS1 and IRS3 are of particular in-

terest as they are the dominant mid/far-IR luminosity

contributors and also presumed driving sources of the

large scale outflow (e.g., Torrelles et al. 1998; Eislöffel

2000). Both IRS1 and IRS3 are resolved into three com-

ponents in 1.3 cm continuum emission, with the outer

components interpreted as ionized gas being ejected by

the central objects (Trinidad et al. 2009). Carrasco-

González et al. (2012) found a variation of the elonga-

tion direction of IRS1 at 3.6 cm over 4 years, possi-

bly indicating unobserved multiplicity inside IRS1. In

both sources, the water maser emission appears to trace

parts of a rotating protostellar disk and a collimated

outflow (Torrelles et al. 1998; Seth et al. 2002; Trinidad

et al. 2009). Based on the spatial-velocity distribution

of masers that traces protostellar disks, Trinidad et al.

(2009) estimated the central mass of IRS1 and IRS3 to

be ∼5 and ∼1 M�, respectively.

Building on these previous studies, we have con-

ducted Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Ar-

ray (ALMA) and Karl G. Jansky VLA observations at

0.87, 1.3, and 9 mm, detecting and resolving the dust

and free-free emission from the protostars within the

NGC 2071 IR region. Furthermore, the molecular line

emission contained within our ALMA bandpass enables

us to further characterize the physical conditions of the

protostars in the region, and in particular, to give more

stringent constraints on the dynamical masses of IRS1

and IRS3. This paper is structured as follows: the ob-

servations and results are presented in section 2 and

section 3, respectively. We perform a spectral energy

distribution (SED) analysis in section 4, and kinematic

modeling of the protostellar disks in section 5. The re-

sults are further discussed in section 6, and we present

our conclusions in section 7.

Table 1. Information on the spectral lines in our ALMA band 6 observations

Transition Frequency Eup/k Beam size Velocity reso. RMS

GHz K ′′× ′′ km s−1 mJy beam−1 per channel

C18O 2− 1 219.560358 15.8 0.29×0.26 0.05 5.0
13CO 2− 1 220.398684 15.9 0.29×0.26 0.05 8.0
12CO 2− 1 230.538000 16.6 0.28×0.24 1.00 1.6

H2CO 30,3 − 20,2 218.222195 21.0 0.29×0.26 0.20 2.6

H2CO 32,2 − 22,1 218.475632 68.1 0.29×0.26 0.20 2.6

H2CO 32,1 − 22,0 218.760066 68.1 0.29×0.26 0.20 2.6

SO 65 − 54 219.949442 35.0 0.29×0.26 0.20 3.5
13CH3OH 51,5 − 41,4 234.011580 48.3 0.26×0.23 1.25 1.2

CH3OCHO 184,14 − 174,13 233.777515 114.4 0.26×0.23 1.25 1.2

CH3OH 183,16 − 174,13 232.783446 446.5 0.26×0.23 1.25 1.0

CH3OH 103,7 − 112,9 232.945797 190.4 0.26×0.23 1.25 1.0

CH3OH 183,15 − 174,14 233.795666 446.6 0.26×0.23 1.25 1.0

SO2 283,25 − 282,26 234.187057 403.3 0.26×0.23 1.25 1.2

SO2 166,10 − 175,13 234.421588 213.3 0.26×0.23 1.25 1.2

2. OBSERVATIONS

The ALMA band 7 and VLA Ka observations pre-

sented here are part of the VLA/ALMA Nascent Disk
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and Multiplicity (VANDAM) Survey of the Orion molec-

ular clouds. Observations were conducted toward 328

protostars (148 for the VLA) in the Orion molecular

clouds, all at ∼0.′′1 resolution. The full survey results are

presented in Tobin et al. (2020). The sample of 328 pro-

tostars is derived from the HOPS sample (Furlan et al.

2016), observing the bona fide protostars from Class 0

to Flat Spectrum.

2.1. ALMA band 7 and VLA observations

The detailed information of ALMA band 7 (0.87 mm)

and VLA Ka (9 mm) observations can be found in Tobin

et al. (2020). In this work we mainly utilize the contin-

uum images. The beam sizes are 0.′′13 × 0.′′10 (56 au ×
43 au) for 0.87 mm and 0.′′09 ×0.′′06 (39 au × 26 au) for

9 mm, respectively. The maxium recoverable scales are

about 1.′′2 for 0.87 mm, and 1.′′6 for 9 mm. The 0.87 mm

map has a rms noise of 0.55 mJy beam−1, and the 9 mm

continuum map has a rms noise of 12 µJy beam−1.

2.2. ALMA band 6 Observations

NGC 2071 IR was observed with ALMA at 1.3 mm

in six executions from Oct 2 to Nov 23 in 2018. The

observations were conducted with 42 – 49 operating an-

tennas and covered baselines from 15 m to 2500 m. The

correlator was configured with the first baseband split

into two 58.6 MHz spectral windows with 1920 channels

each (0.041 km s−1 velocity resolution) and centered on
13CO 2–1 and C18O 2–1, respectively. The second base-

band was split into four 58.6 MHz spectral windows with

480 channels each (0.168 km s−1 velocity resolution) and

centered on H2CO 30,3 − 20,2, and H2CO 32,2 − 22,1,

H2CO 32,1 − 22,0 and SO 65 − 54. The third baseband

was configured with a 0.94 GHz spectral window (1920

channels, 1.25 km s−1) centered on 12CO 2–1. Finally,

the fourth baseband contains a 1.875 GHz continuum

band centered at 233.0 GHz with 1920 channels.

The data were reduced using the ALMA calibration

pipeline within CASA 5.4.0 (McMullin et al. 2007). In

order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the contin-

uum and spectral lines, we performed self-calibration on

the continuum. We performed two rounds of phase-only

self-calibration. The first round used solution intervals

that encompassed the length of an entire on-source scan,

then the second round utilized the 6.05 s solution inter-

val, corresponding to a single integration. The phase

solutions from the continuum self-calibration were also

applied to the spectral line bands. The resultant rms

noise in the 1.3 mm continuum was ∼0.13 mJy beam−1.

The continuum and spectral line data were imaged using

the tclean task within CASA 5.4.0 with Briggs weight-

ing and a robust parameter of 0.5. The beam size of the

continuum is 0.′′24×0.′′21 (103 au × 90 au). And the ob-

servation can recover fluxes at spatial scales up to 2.′′9.

In Table 1 we list the information of lines that are used

in this study, including both the lines mentioned above

and those identified in the continuum spectral window

(note that this is not an exhaustive list of spectral lines

contained with in the dataset, also see Appendix B).

3. RESULTS

3.1. ALMA and VLA Continuum Images

Figure 1 illustrates the 1.3 mm continuum map of

the NGC 2071 IR region. The overall SED of this re-

gion at shorter wavelengths has been studied in Furlan

et al. (2016) with photometry data from 2MASS, Spitzer

and Herschel (i.e., the source HOPS-361 following their

designation). Tobin et al. (2020) identified 8 proto-

star systems based on high resolution ALMA 0.87 mm

and VLA 9 mm observations. These sources, named

from HOPS-361-A to HOPS-361-H, are labeled with red

crosses in Figure 1. Five of them are associated with

near-IR point sources (i.e., IRS1, IRS2, IRS3, IRS4,

IRS8, Persson et al. 1981; Walther et al. 1993). HOPS-

361-G (IRS2) is known to be a binary system (HOPS-

361-G-A, HOPS-361-G-B) separated by ∼1.4′′(∼580 au)

(Carrasco-González et al. 2012). HOPS-361-C (IRS3)

and HOPS-361-E appear single in ALMA 0.87 mm con-

tinuum but are resolved to be close (< 0.′′2 or 80 au)

binary systems in the VLA 9 mm images.

In the 1.3 mm map, these sources (HOPS-361-A to

HOPS-361-H) are all detected at > 5σ level and exhibit

compact dusty structures at 0.′′2 scale, which arise from

their protostellar disks and inner envelopes. With self-

calibration, our 1.3 mm map reaches a high dynamic

range of ∼ 1000, and some weak extended structures

have also been revealed. HOPS-361-C appears to be

embedded in a larger dusty structure, which extends to

the SE direction and connects with HOPS-361-B. There

also appear to be a few filamentary features that are

about 0.01–0.02 pc long: one originating from HOPS-

361-E and extending to the SW direction, one extending

from HOPS-361-G to the west, and another one spiral-

ing around HOPS-361-C and extending to the north.

The origin of these streamer features is not clear but is

likely to be related with density enhancements shaped

by complex gas motions on larger scales like ongoing

infall (e.g., Alves et al. 2020).

In Figure 2 we present the ALMA (0.87 mm, 1.3 mm)

and VLA (9 mm) continuum images towards these

sources. We fit elliptical Gaussians to these protostellar

sources using the imfit task in CASA to measure their

positions, flux densities, and sizes in 1.3 mm, as listed

in Table 2 and Table 3. The fluxes and sizes in 0.87 mm
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Figure 1. Overview of the NGC 2071 IR region. The 1.3 mm continuum is shown in colorscale and contours. The contours
levels are (5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800) ×σ, where σ = 0.13 mJy beam−1. The position of identified protostar sources in
Tobin et al. (2020) are marked by red crosses and labeled in white text. The designation “HOPS-361” is abbreviated to “H361”.
The beam size is 0.′′24 × 0.′′21 as shown in the bottom left corner.

and 9 mm from Tobin et al. (2020), which are measured
with the same method, are also listed for comparison.

In Appendix A we analyse the SED of these sources

from 0.87 mm to 20 cm. Most sources show an SED

consistent with freefree thermal emission at centimeter

wavelengths and thermal dust emission at millimeter.

We use the flux densities at 0.87 mm and 1.3 mm to

calculate the mass of the material surrounding the pro-

tostars, assuming that the emission purely comes from

optically thin isothermal dust emission, enabling us to

use the equation

Mdust =
D2Fν

κνBν(Tdust)
. (1)

In this equation, D is the distance, Fν is the ob-

served flux density, Bν is the Planck function, Tdust is

the dust temperature and κν is the dust opacity at the

observed wavelength. We adopt κ0.87mm = 1.84 cm2g−1

and κ1.3mm = 0.899 cm2g−1 from Ossenkopf & Hen-

ning (1994) (thin ice mantles, 106 cm−3 density). We

multiply the calculated dust mass by 100, assuming a

dust-to-gas mass ratio of 1:100 (Bohlin et al. 1978), to

obtain the gas mass. The average dust temperature we

adopt for a protostellar system is given by

Tdust = T0

(
L

L�

)0.25

, (2)

where T0 = 43 K. The average dust temperature of 43 K

is reasonable for a ∼1 L� protostar at a radius of ∼50 au

(Whitney et al. 2003; Tobin et al. 2013). For the lumi-

nosity of this region, Furlan et al. (2016) has estimated a

total Lbol of 478 L� in an aperture encompassing both

IRS1 and IRS3. For simplicity we calculate the rela-

tive Lbol ratios among IRS1, IRS2 and IRS3 based on

the SOFIA 37.1 µm image, which is the longest infrared

wavelength for which we can still resolve the three com-
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ponents (see section 4). Thus the Lbol is 368 L�, 25 L�,

and 85 L� for IRS1, IRS2, and IRS3, respectively. For

other sources without a measured Lbol we adopt 1 L�.

The Lbol, Tbol, derived masses, as well as other avail-

able identifiers of the protostars are listed in Table 2.

The continuum emission from the protostars is likely to

be partially optically thick; thus, the masses are likely

lower limits, especially at 0.87 mm (e.g., Reynolds et al.

2021).

Table 2. Source properties of protostars in NGC 2071 IR

Source Other identifiers R.A.a Decl.a Lbol Tdust M1.3mm M0.87mm

(J2000) (J2000) (L�) (K) (M�) (M�)

HOPS-361-A IRS1 5:47:4.784 0:21:42.85 368 188 0.0690 ± 0.0017 0.0611 ± 0.0006

HOPS-361-B VLA1 5:47:4.755 0:21:45.45 1 43 0.0645 ± 0.0012 0.0486 ± 0.0013

HOPS-361-C IRS3 5:47:4.631 0:21:47.82 85 131 0.1750 ± 0.0039 0.1309 ± 0.0014

HOPS-361-D IRS8 5:47:4.317 0:21:38.03 1 43 0.0360 ± 0.0004 0.0367 ± 0.0022

HOPS-361-E - 5:47:4.623 0:21:41.30 1 43 0.0392 ± 0.0053 0.0151 ± 0.0022

HOPS-361-F - 5:47:4.967 0:21:40.74 1 43 0.0080 ± 0.0009 0.0034 ± 0.0006

HOPS-361-G-A IRS2A 5:47:5.367 0:21:50.51 25 96 0.0115 ± 0.0015 0.0065 ± 0.0003

HOPS-361-G-B IRS2B 5:47:5.451 0:21:50.08 25 96 0.0061 ± 0.0006 0.0039 ± 0.0003

HOPS-361-H IRS4 5:47:5.125 0:22:1.46 1 43 0.0223 ± 0.0006 -

aPositions measured from the 1.3 mm continuum by 2-D Gaussian fits.

Table 3. Flux intensities and sizes of protostars in NGC 2071 IRa

Source Fν(1.3mm) Size(1.3mm) PA(1.3mm) Fν(0.87mm) Size(0.87mm) PA(0.87mm) Fν(9mm) Size(9mm) PA(9mm)

(mJy) (arcsec) (degree) (mJy) (arcsec) (degree (mJy) (arcsec) (degree)

HOPS-361-A 208.0 0.24×0.14 12.0 606.4 0.26× 0.15 14.4 5.6 0.10×0.07 64.4

HOPS-361-B 40.3 0.08×0.06 174.4 94.4 0.06× 0.05 174.4 1.9 0.07×0.04 55.5

HOPS-361-C-Ab 362.5 0.48×0.19 129.5 883.4 0.47× 0.19 130.1 2.3 0.14×0.04 6.7

HOPS-361-C-Bb - - - - - - 0.2 point point

HOPS-361-D 22.5 0.19×0.10 44.2 71.3 0.17× 0.09 43.1 0.4 0.09×0.06 50.9

HOPS-361-E 15.3 0.30×0.19 147.0 29.4 0.15× 0.11 111.9 0.2 point point

HOPS-361-F 4.2 0.26×0.11 79.0 6.6 point point 0.1 point point

HOPS-361-G-A 22.6 0.53×0.35 136.0 31.6 point point 0.4 0.09 ×0.06 44.3

HOPS-361-G-B 9.3 0.22×0.19 134.0 19.0 point point 0.3 0.07×0.04 13.3

HOPS-361-H 13.9 0.20×0.19 152.0 -c -c -c 0.6 0.08 ×0.06 18.0

aThe sizes and P.A. are the FWHM and P.A. of deconvolved Gaussian components.

b For HOPS-361-C (IRS3) the two components are resolved only in 9 mm. The listed fluxes and sizes in 0.87 mm and 1.3 mm refer to the properties
of the circumbinary disk.

c HOPS-361-H is not covered in the 0.87 mm observation.

3.1.1. IRS1 and IRS3

Among these sources, HOPS-361-A (hereafter IRS1)

and HOPS-361-C (hereafter IRS3) have the strongest

1.3 mm continuum, with peak intensities of 152 and

114 mJy beam−1, respectively. As stated in section 1,

IRS1 and IRS3 are the dominant mid/far-IR luminosity

contributors and also presumed driving sources of the

large scale outflow (e.g., Torrelles et al. 1998; Eislöffel

2000). As shown in Figure 2 (see also Figure 3), IRS1 is

partly resolved at 1.3 mm and no clear elongation is ap-

parent. At 0.87 mm IRS1 appears better resolved. The

inner brighter part of IRS1 (i.e., flux intensity above

60 mJy beam−1) has a bar-like shape, with an elonga-

tion at P.A. of about 25◦. This elongated structure is

further embedded in low level extended emission (below

60 mJy beam−1 but still above 20σ = 11 mJy beam−1).

This weaker component is approximately elliptical and

its major axis extends about 0.′′3 along the NW-SE di-
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Figure 2. Continuum images at 1.3 mm (left), 0.87 mm (center) and 9 mm (right) of the protostars in the NGC 2071 IR
region. For the 9 mm images we overplot the 0.87 mm continuum in white contours for comparison. The contours levels are
(5, 15, 45, 135, 170) × 0.55 mJy beam−1. The beam sizes are 0.′′24 × 0.′′21 (104 au × 91 au) for 1.3 mm, 0.′′13 × 0.′′10 (56 au
×43 au) for 0.87 mm, and 0.′′09 ×0.′′06 (39 au × 26 au) for 9 mm, as illustrated in the bottom left corner of each panel.

rection, i.e., ∼ 110◦ offset in orientation from the in-

ner bright component. There are some hints of spiral-

like bending features at the interface between the two

components, and may further connect with larger scale

spiral-like features extending to ∼1′′ (see Figure 3).

These features have added to the complexity on infer-
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Figure 2. Continued. HOPS-361-H is not covered in the FOV of the 0.87 mm observation.

ring the configuration of the protostellar disk of IRS1.

The kinematic information, which will be discussed in

following sections, is more supportive of a disk major

axis oriented in the NW-SE direction, i.e., consistent

with the extended component. In this scenario, the in-

ner bright component revealed in 0.87 mm appears as

an unusual substructure of the protostellar disk. The

deconvolved FWHM from Gaussian fit to the 0.87 mm

continuum emission, which is dominated by the inner

component, is 0.′′25×0.′′15 (108 au×65 au).

The VLA 9 mm continuum, which traces both free-

free emission and thermal dust emission, shows a dis-

tinctly different morphology with respect to the ALMA

images. The 9 mm continuum emission of IRS1 appears

as a marginally resolved condensation, which coincides

well with the position of 0.87 mm flux peak. The 9 mm

emission has a T-shape elongation, i.e., with the brighter

part extending along the NE-SW direction (P.A. ∼ 25◦),

and a fainter part extending slightly to the east (Fig-

ure 3). The NE-SW extension has a direction similar to

the brighter part seen in 0.87 mm. In addition, some

low level (∼5σ) diffuse emission is also seen to the east

and west of the central source, which extends as far as

0.′′5 (see Figure 3(c)). Trinidad et al. (2009) reported

radio knots ejected from IRS1 along the E-W direc-

tion (IRS1E, IRS1W) based on VLA 1.3 cm continuum.

Comparing with their detections, the weak diffuse emis-

sion in the 9 mm could also trace a radio jet in the E-W
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Figure 3. 0.87 mm and 9 mm images of IRS1 shown in colorscale with a log stretch. (a) 0.87 mm continuum image of IRS1.
The black dashed line indicate the disk orientation inferred from molecular line kinematics. (b) A zoom-in view of (a). The
locations of possible spiral features are marked in dashed lines. (c) 9 mm continuum image of IRS1. The contours are 0.87 mm
continuum with levels of (5, 15, 45, 135) ×σ and σ = 0.55 mJy beam−1. The beam sizes are shown in the lower left corner.

direction. And it is likely that some of the previously

detected radio knots, like IRS1W, have dissipated most

of their energy and can no longer be detected, thus ab-

sent in our map, though the different surface brightness

sensitivities in the two observations may hinder a con-

clusive interpretation.

On the other hand, IRS3 shows a clear disk at 0.87 mm

and 1.3 mm. Gaussian fits to the continuum in both

bands give a similar deconvolved size of 0.48′′×0.19′′

with a position angle of 130◦. Assuming that the Gaus-

sian semi-major axis corresponds to the disk radius, it

has a radius of 103 au, and the inclination can be esti-

mated to be 67◦ by assuming that it is a geometrically

thin disk and then calculating the inverse cosine of the

minor axis divided by the major axis. The flux dis-

tribution in 0.87 mm continuum appears asymmetric,

with the emission peak offset by 0.16′′(∼69 au) to the

northwest compared with the geometric center. A sim-

ilar asymmetry could be present at 1.3 mm, but this is

less clear due to the lower spatial resolution. Interest-

ingly, in the center of the disk, the 9 mm continuum fur-

ther reveals a binary system separated by 0.′′1 (∼43 au).

The two components (IRS3A, IRS3B) have a flux ratio

of ∼10 at 9 mm, and the more luminous component,

IRS3A, is coincident with the geometric center of the

disk structure seen at 0.87 mm and 1.3 mm. IRS3B

is located to the northwest of IRS3A and closer to the

emission peak at 0.87 mm. IRS3B could be (at least

partly) contributing to the asymmetric flux distribution

seen at 0.87 mm via enhanced heating towards the sur-

rounding dust/gas. While the detection of IRS3B is a

point source, IRS3A is resolved and extends along the

NE-SW direction to about 0.′′24 (∼100 au) on both sides,

with a position angle of ∼15◦. Extension from IRS3 in

this direction has been reported in earlier VLA 1.3 cm

and 3.6 cm observations, albeit with a lower resolution

(Carrasco-González et al. 2012; Trinidad et al. 2009),

and interpreted as a radio jet.

3.2. Molecular Line detections

We have detected a series of molecular lines associated

with the protostellar disks for both IRS1 and IRS3, in-

cluding transitions from C18O, 13CO, H2CO, CH3OH,
13CH3OH, and SO2. In addition to these lines, we have

also detected abundant lines in the continuum spectral

window in band 6. Detailed modelling with xclass

(Möller et al. 2017) suggests most of these lines arise

from organic molecules like CH3OCHO and NH2CHO,

etc (see Appendix B). For all the lines the spectra aver-

aged over the disk usually exhibit a double peak profile

that is most likely arising from disk rotation (e.g, see

the the COM lines presented in Appendix B). We did

not find infalling signatures like red-shifted absorption

in lines that are likely optically thick, i.e., from C18O,
13CO, and H2CO.

3.2.1. IRS3

Figure 4 presents the integrated intensity map of a se-

lected number of spectral lines toward IRS3. Line emis-

sion integrated over two velocity intervals (1.5 km s−1<

|v − vsys| < 6.5 km s−1, relative to a systemic velocity

vsys ≈ 9.5 km s−1) is shown in blue and red, respec-

tively. Almost all lines exhibit a clear velocity gradient

along the major axis of the millimeter continuum, with

emission transitioning from blueshifted in the northwest

to redshifted in the southeast. This monotonic velocity

transition and its correspondence with the dust contin-

uum are strongly indicative of a Keplerian rotating disk.

Figure 4 also reveals the difference in spatial distribution

of line emission from different molecules. Species includ-

ing C18O, 13CO, H2CO, and SO exhibit strong emission
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Figure 4. Integrated intensity maps of spectral lines toward IRS3 overlaid on the 1.3 mm continuum (gray scale). The
transitions are marked on top of the panel. The integrated intensity maps are separated into blueshifted velocities at 3 –
8 km s−1 and redshifted velocities at 11 – 16 km s−1, and plotted with blue and red contours, respectively. For transitions from
13CO, H2CO and SO the contours start from 40σ in steps of 10σ. For other lines the contours start at 10σ and increase on 10σ
intervals. σ =

√
Nchan × σchan × ∆v, where σchan is the rms noise per channel and ∆v is the velocity resolution, as listed in

Table 1.
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Figure 5. PV diagrams of spectral lines toward IRS3, cut along the disk midplane, i.e., along P.A. ∼130◦, as determined from
the 2D gaussian fit of the dust continuum. The transitions are marked on top of each panel. The contours start from 10σ and
increase in steps of 10σ. The vertical line marks the reference point, i.e., the source position determined from the 2D Gaussian
fit of the 1.3 mm continuum; the horizontal line indicates the systemic velocity. In the left two panels, we overplot in dashed
red lines the Keplerian rotation curves for central masses of 1, 2 and 3 M� as a reference. An inclination of 67◦, as estimated
from the dust continuum, is assumed.

beyond the disk boundary defined by 1.3 mm/0.87 mm

dust continuum. The line emission from 13CH3OH,

CH3OH, SO2, and other organic molecules are more

spatially compact, i.e., within 0.′′25 (∼ 108 au) from the

center. Hereafter we refer to the two groups of lines

with distinct morphology as group A and group B, i.e.,

group A lines include those from C18O, 13CO, H2CO

and SO, while groups B lines include transitions from

CH3OH, SO2, 13CH3OH, as well as other complex or-

ganic molecules (CH3OCHO is shown here as an exam-

ple).

These two categories are better illustrated in the PV

diagram extracted along the major axis of the dust con-

tinuum, as shown in Figure 5. The group A lines, i.e.,

C18O, H2CO, SO, etc, show bright emission peaks in

the first and third quadrant. For 13CO and H2CO the

detection in first quadrant (i.e., blueshifted emission) is

stronger. For all species in group A the detection close

to the systemic velocity is relatively weak, possible due

to self-absorption of cold gas along line of sight and/or

spatial filtering of the extended emission from the ambi-

ent cloud in interferometric observations, especially for

C18O and 13CO. In contrast with the group A, lines in
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 4 but for IRS1. The integrated intensity maps are separated into blueshifted velocities at 3 –
8 km s−1 and redshifted velocities at 10 – 15 km s−1. For transitions from 13CO, H2CO and SO the contours start from 40σ in
steps of 10σ. For other lines the contours start at 10σ and increase on 10σ intervals. We have labeled the positions of cB1, cR1
and cR2 in green crosses (see text for more details).
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 5 but for IRS1. The PV diagram is cut along P.A. ∼135◦ (see Figure 3 and text for details). In the
left two panels, we overplot in dashed red lines the Keplerian rotation curves for central masses of 2, 4 and 6 M� as a reference.
An inclination of 45◦ is assumed.

the group B appear as a continuous linear feature cross-

ing the first and third quadrant, and no low velocity

emission extending beyond 0.′′5 (∼215 au) is apparent.

The linear feature is consistent with a velocity gradi-

ent around 20 km s−1 arcsec−1, or 0.046 km s−1 au−1,

and the intensity distribution across it is relatively uni-

form. The spatial extents of these lines line up well with

the disk boundary inferred from 1.3 mm/0.87 mm con-

tinuum. Nevertheless, the outer emission edges on the

PV diagram have a convex shape, in contrast with the

expectation for a Keplerian disk, but we will show in

section 5 that this is mainly due to the limited spatial

resolution. Our band 6 observation has a resolution of

∼0.′′25 (108 au), comparable with half of the major axis

of dust continuum, so the detailed PV structures have

been smoothed out in this plot, especially for the group

B lines. The different spatial and kinematic distribu-

tions in the two groups are likely to be reflecting dif-

ferent excitation conditions required for different tran-

sitions, e.g., group A and B lines have systematically

different upper energy levels (see Table 1).

3.2.2. IRS1

The kinematics of IRS1 are more difficult to infer since

we do not have clear knowledge about the disk orienta-

tion from dust continuum. Figure 6 presents the in-

tegrated intensity map of spectral lines toward IRS1.

There is an extended blueshifted structure, about 0.′′6 to

the west of IRS1, seen in C18O, 13CO, H2CO, SO and

CH3OH. This feature is not associated with the inner

disk of IRS1 and should be tracing the extended emis-

sion adjacent to it (see Figure 1 or Figure 3). Interest-

ingly, for most species there appear to be one blueshifted
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clump (cB1) and two redshifted clumps (cR1, cR2) asso-

ciated with IRS1. This is most clear for H2CO, SO and

CH3OH. For an individual rotating disk, one would ex-

pect a monotonic velocity gradient along the major axis,

as observed for IRS3. Here we think cB1 and cR1 are

tracing the protostellar disk, while the third gas clump

cR2 is a separate structure that is not associated with

IRS1 disk, for the following reasons. Firstly, the posi-

tion of cR2 is more spatially offset from the emission

peak of dust continuum compared with cB1 and cR1. If

cB1 and cR2 are tracing the gas rotation on both sides

of a disk, then the inferred position of a disk will dis-

agree with that traced by dust continuum. Secondly,

not all the lines exhibit clear detection at the position

of cR2. cR2 clump is absent in organic molecules like

CH3OCHO and for SO2 and 13CH3OH only some weak

extension from cR1 towards cR2 is seen. Again, this is

in contrast with the expectation that cR2 is tracing one

side of the disk since similar chemical/excitation prop-

erties are generally expected for both sides of a disk.

Therefore the IRS1 disk, as traced by cB1 and cR1, is

oriented in the NW-SE direction. The other peak cR2

is likely a shock knot excited by the ejection from the

protostar.

Figure 7 illustrates the PV diagram extracted along

the the inferred disk orientation of IRS1, i.e., following

the direction of P.A. ∼ 135◦. Similar to IRS3, there are

two categories of molecular lines: C18O, 13CO, H2CO

and SO show low velocity emission extending beyond

0.′′5, while 13CH3OH, CH3OH, SO2 and other organic

molecules are exclusively tracing the inner disk. But

different from the prototypical case of IRS3, for the

lines in the group B, the linear feature is composed of

two separate emission peaks in the first and third quad-

rant, instead of a more continuous distribution. In addi-

tion, the PV diagram of IRS1 appears more asymmetric

against the origin, in terms of both the intensity and

the shape. This deviation from symmetric kinematics

may arise from an imperfect determination of the disk

position/orientation, or confusion by other mechanisms,

like ejection, or hidden multiplicity inside IRS1.

3.3. Outflows in 12CO

Our observations also allow for a search for protostel-

lar outflows associated with IRS1 and IRS3 via the 12CO

2–1 data. Figure 8 presents the channel map of CO 2–

1 integrated every 4 km s−1 from −55 to 73 km s−1.

The systemic velocities of IRS1 and IRS3 are around

9.0 and 9.5 km s−1, respectively (see section 5). A jet-

like outflow can be clearly seen in channels from −55

to −19 km s−1 for the blueshifted lobe, and from 29 to

73 km s−1 for the redshifted lobe. This jet is symmet-

rically distributed against IRS3 and extends to at least

∼ 0.02 pc long on both sides. The jet is approximately

perpendicular to the IRS3 disk in the map. The jet has

an extremely high velocity, i.e., a maximum LOS veloc-

ity of ∼ 70 km s−1 relative to IRS3, or a true velocity

of ∼ 150 km s−1 after correcting for an inclination an-

gle of 67◦, as estimated in subsection 3.1. Overall the

jet has a clumpy appearance in most panels. For exam-

ple, in channels from −43 km s−1 to −35 km s−1 the jet

appears as a chain of several jet knots.

Figure 8 also reveals some unusual properties of this

jet. Firstly, instead of a continuous linear feature, the jet

seems to be composed of a few segments with slightly dif-

ferent directions. This is most clear at panels from −35

to −19 km s−1, and from 37 to 69 km s−1. Secondly, at

velocities from −11 to −3 km s−1 the jet gradually turns

into a wide angle V-shape outflow with a half opening

angle of ∼20◦. The coexistence of both a collimated

jet-like component and a wide-angle biconical compo-

nent has been observed in low-mass outflows (e.g., IRAS

04166+2706, L1448C, HH 212, Santiago-Garćıa et al.

2009; Hirano et al. 2010; Codella et al. 2014). However,

in these sources the jet is usually located at the central

axis of the wide angle shell, while for IRS3 the jet is spa-

tially offset from the axis of the wide angle component.

This wide angle outflow is not apparent in the redshifted

lobe at the corresponding velocity range, i.e., from 21 to

30 km s−1.

Figure 9 presents a zoom-in view of the CO outflow

associated with IRS1. The IRS1 outflow is more promi-

nent in the blueshifted lobe from −23 to −3 km s−1.

It appears as V-shape centered on IRS1 at higher ve-

locities (i.e., panel −23, −19 km s−1), with its opening

facing towards the SW direction, and turns more like

a bubble in shape at lower velocities, which has a ra-

dius of ∼ 1.′′8. Such a bubble-like feature is not seen

in the redshifted lobe. At higher velocities, i.e., −39 to

−27 km s−1, the blueshifted outflow turns into a clump,

about 0.′′6 to the west of IRS1. The redshifted lobe is

more complex. There is some weak CO emission origi-

nating from IRS1 extending to the NE direction up to

around 0.′′8 at velocities from 25 to 33 km s−1. This red-

shifted CO emission may be driven by the same source

that is responsible for the blueshifted bubble outflow

given their roughly aligned direction, but it is unclear

why they have such dramatically different appearances.

At higher velocities there is a redshifted clump around

1.′′5 to the east of IRS1 from 25 to 57 km s−1. While

this clump appears as a seemingly continuous feature in

velocity, detailed inspection suggests that it is actually

composed of three clumps with narrower velocity ranges,

and the clumps with higher velocities are located more
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Figure 8. CO intensity map integrated over every 4 km s−1 from −55 to −3 km s−1, and 21 km s−1 to 73 km s−1 shown in
colorscale. The center velocity of each panel is marked on the top right corner, in unit of km s−1, with the blueshifted and
redshifted velocities shown in blue and red text, respectively. The positions of IRS1 and IRS3 are indicated by white crosses. A
scalebar is given in the bottom right panel.
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 but a zoom-in view for IRS1. We focus on CO intensity maps at velocities from −39 to 57 km s−1,
for which the outflows associated with IRS1 are more prominent. The positions of three redshifted clumps are marked in
magenta crosses and labeled in the lower left panel (see text for more details).

to the NE direction of IRS1. The first clump R1 spans

a velocity range from 25 km s−1 to 37 km s−1. While

R1 turns very weak at around 41 km s−1, another CO

clump (R2) emerges from 41 to 45 km s−1, which is very

close to, but slightly offset with R1. The highest velocity

clump R3 is more prominent from 49 to 57 km s−1 and

is clearly offset from R1 and R2. The positions of the

three clumps are also marked on Figure 9 and Figure 10.

It is worth noting that there is some blueshifted

emission that is most apparent from −19 km s−1 to

−3 km s−1 to the northeast of IRS1, as seen in Figure 8.

This outflow component has a wide angle morphology

and coincides well with the H2 outflow IIA identified in

Eislöffel (2000), which is driven by IRS1. Thus this wide

angle CO outflow could also be associated with IRS1, al-

though the vertex of the wide angle cavity appears to

be offset from IRS1 by ∼5′′. These complicated outflow

detections further reveal the complexity in the accretion

and ejection process in the vicinity of the IRS1 proto-

star(s).

Figure 10 provides an overview plot of the outflow

detections for IRS1 and IRS3. The plot is overlaid on a

three color image made with integrated blueshifted and

redshifted CO emission, as well as the 1.3 mm continuum

(in green). We have classified the detections into “high-

v” and “low-v” and labeled them with different colors.
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Figure 10. (a) An overview plot of the CO outflow detections associated with IRS3. The plot is overlaid on a three color
image made with integrated blueshifted and redshifted CO emission, as well as the 1.3 mm continuum (in green). The blue and
red colorscales represent CO emission integrated over (−51, −16) km s−1 and (34, 69) km s−1, respectively. The high velocity
CO jet is indicated with a dashed brown line, while the CO cavity seen in low velocities are indicated with a dashed white
line. The CO cavity to the east is likely associated with IRS1. Here the high velocity and low velocity components are roughly
divided using a threshold of |v− vsys| = 25 km s−1. The direction of radio jet, marked in a cyan dashed line, is determined from
our 9 mm map (see also Trinidad et al. 2009; Carrasco-González et al. 2012). (b) Same as (a) but a zoom-in view for IRS1.
The blue and red colorscales represent CO emission integrated over (−31, −16) km s−1and (34, 49) km s−1, respectively. For
IRS1, the dashed white lines indicate a bubble-like wide angle blueshifited outflow lobe identified in this work, while the dashed
brown lines indicate the blueshifted and redshifted CO clumps seen at higher velocities (see text for more details). And the
cyan dashed line indicates the approximate direction of the radio ejection reported in Trinidad et al. (2009). The positions of
three redshifted clumps are marked in white crosses.
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This classification is based on the main velocity range

of the outflow detections, using |v − vsys| = 25 km s−1

as a dividing point. In summary, both IRS1 and IRS3

exhibit a variety of outflow morphologies at different

velocities and there are indications of changes on the

ejection direction for both sources. We further overlaid

on Figure 10 the directions of the radio jets inferred from

this work or literature, which are shown in cyan lines.

For IRS3 the direction of radio jet is not consistent with

either the high velocity or low velocity CO outflow. For

IRS1 the radio jet is close to the high-v outflow. The

situation becomes more complicated with the inclusion

of disk orientation inferred from continuum and/or line

kinematics. While the IRS3 disk is broadly consistent

with the radio/molecular ejections, for IRS1 the ejection

direction inferred from disk orientation is offset from the

observed radio/high-v outflow by & 50◦. We further

discuss possible origins in subsection 6.3.

4. SED ANALYSIS

To provide more constraints on the physical parame-

ters of IRS1 and IRS3 like protostellar masses, we per-

formed a SED fitting towards the two sources with data

from near-IR to sub-mm band. Similar analysis has been

conducted in Liu et al. (2020) towards NGC 2071 IR

but in their fiducial case a fixed aperture of 9.′′6 cen-

tered on IRS1 is adopted, which encompasses the emis-

sion of both IRS1 and IRS3. Here we follow the same

fitting routine as in Liu et al. (2020) but attempt to sep-

arate the flux between IRS1 and IRS3. We retrieved the

same dataset, i.e., Spitzer/IRAC 3.5, 4.5, 7.3, 8.0 µm,

SOFIA/FORCAST 7.7, 19.7, 25.3, 31.5, 37.1 µm and

Herschel/PACS 70, 160 µm map as in Liu et al. (2020)

(see references therein). Additional APEX/SABOCA

352 µm data are also included here. In Figure 11 we
present the multi-wavelength images of IRS1 and IRS3.

In short wavelengths, i.e., 3.6 to 8.0 µm, IRS1 is clearly

seen while the detection IRS3 is relatively weak. At

mid-IR wavelengths from 19.7 to 37.1µm IRS1 is still

the primary flux contributor and IRS3 is also apparent.

At longer wavelengths, the resolution of Herschel is not

sufficient to resolve the two objects.

In order to better disentangle the flux emitted by IRS1

and IRS3, we performed the photometry in a “hetero-

geneous” way for data at different wavelengths. For

wavelengths from 19.7 to 37.1 µm, where both objects

are clearly detected and partly blended, we performed

a two component 2D Gaussian fitting to obtain their

fluxes. For shorter wavelengths we did aperture pho-

tometry with a 4′′ aperture, which is chosen to cover

vast majority of emission from each object. Following

the routine in Liu et al. (2020), we carry out a back-

ground subtraction using the median flux density in an

annular region extending from one to two aperture radii,

to remove general background and foreground contam-

ination. Note that for IRS3, the flux measurement is

most likely overestimated since the adopted aperture

also covers part of the emission from IRS1, and there

is some contamination of extended nebulosity in 3.6 and

4.5 µm. This will not significantly affect our SED fit-

ting results since in our SED modeling the data points

of shorter wavelength (< 8.0 µm) are treated as upper

limits. For longer wavelengths (70, 160, 352 µm), it is

difficult to disentangle the fluxes of blended sources, i.e.,

IRS1 and IRS3 (and potentially IRS2) with the current

resolution. In light of this, we performed an aperture

photometry with an aperture that is large enough to

encompass the fluxes of both IRS1 and IRS3 (12′′ in

70µm, 15′′ in 160µm, 10′′ in 352 µm) and set the data

points as upper limits when performing the SED fitting.

We use Zhang & Tan (2018) radiative transfer models

(hereafter ZT models) to fit the SEDs and derive key

physical parameters of the protostars. The ZT model

is a continuum radiative transfer model that describes

the evolution of high- and intermediate-mass protostars

with analytic and semi-anlytic solutions based on the

paradigm of the Turbulent Core model (see Zhang &

Tan 2018, for more details). The main free parameters

in this model are the initial mass of the core Mc, the

mass surface density of the clump that the core is em-

bedded in Σcl, the protostellar mass m∗, as well as other

parameters that characterize the observational setup,

i.e., the viewing angle i, and the level of foreground

extinction AV . Properties of different components in

a protostellar core, including the protostar, disk, infall

envelope, outflow, and their evolution, are also derived

self-consistently from given initial conditions. In Ta-

ble 4, we present the parameters of five best-fit models,

ordered from best to worst as measured by χ2. The

best-fit SEDs are shown in Figure 12.

The best fitting model of IRS1 indicates a source

with a protostellar mass of 4 M� accreting at a rate

of 3×10−5 M� yr−1 inside a core with an initial mass

of 40 M� embedded in clumps with a mass surface den-

sity of 0.1 g cm−2. Nevertheless, the best five models

provide similar goodness of fit, judging from the value

of χ2, although there is a significant variation in model

parameters like the protostellar mass m∗. For example,

similar χ2 can be achieved with a protostellar source of

mass ∼ 1 M� accreting at 6×10−5 M� yr−1. This il-

lustrates the model degeneracy that exists in trying to

constrain protostellar properties from only their MIR

to FIR SEDs (see also De Buizer et al. 2017). In light

of this we only consider the typical parameter ranges
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Figure 11. Maps of IRS1 and IRS3 in different wavelengths observed with Spitzer, SOFIA and Herschel. The positions of IRS1
and IRS3 are marked with white crosses. The red circles indicate the aperture used for photometry. For the SOFIA 19.7 µm,
25.3 µm, 31.5 µm and 37.1 µm images we perform a 2D Gaussian fitting towards IRS1 and IRS3 to better measure their fluxes.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Protostar model fitting to the fixed aperture, background-subtracted SED of IRS1 and IRS3 using the ZT model
grid. The best-fit model is shown with a solid black line and the next four best models are shown with solid gray lines.

among the best five models as a reasonable initial con-

straint for the protostellar system, instead of exploring

only the best fitting case. Therefore, IRS1 can be fit-

ted with a protostellar source with a central mass of 1 –

4 M�, with an accretion rate of 3 – 19 ×10−5 M� yr−1.

Similarly, the SED of IRS3 is described with a proto-

stellar source with a central mass of 1 – 4 M�, with

an accretion rate of 2 – 19 ×10−5 M� yr−1. The view-

ing angle, ranging from 44◦ to 71◦, is broadly consistent

with the value derived from ALMA observations (67◦).

Moreover, for IRS3 the best fit case provides a signif-

icantly better fitting (χ2 ∼ 0.32) compared with other

four models; hence the returned parameters, including a

protostellar mass withm∗ ∼ 2 M�, is more favored. The

relatively large uncertainty in the stellar mass inferred

from the SED fitting highlights the need for an indepen-

dent method for constraining this important quantity,

e.g., through disk kinematics.

A caveat in the SED analysis is that we have implicitly
assumed the fluxes are mainly contributed by a single

protostar, which may not be true for IRS1 or IRS3. IRS3

clearly contains a binary system, although the emission

from the secondary component is much weaker in 9 mm.

IRS1 appears single but may also host an unresolved

multiple system, as hinted by the complicated outflow

detections (see also subsection 6.3). It is difficult to

quantify how the resulting physical parameters vary if

there are multiple components with comparable proto-

stellar masses. One might expect a larger (total) stellar

mass in this case to account for the same bolometric

luminosity, given a typical luminosity-mass relation of

L ∝M4
∗ for intermediate mass main sequence stars (e.g.,

Eker et al. 2015). But this argument could be compli-

cated by the protostellar luminosity evolution and the

fact that a substantial fraction of luminosity may come

from accretion.
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Table 4. Estimated physical parameters of IRS1 and IRS3 from SED fittinga

Source χ2 Mc Σcl m∗ i AV θw,esc mbdisk Rdisk ṁdisk Lbol,iso Lbol

M� gcm−2 M�
◦ mag ◦ M� (au) M� yr−1 L� L�

IRS1 4.02 40 0.1 4.0 62 19.3 27 1.3 123 3.0 ×10−5 0.8 ×103 0.4 ×103

4.62 10 1.0 1.0 29 16.8 25 0.3 19 6.0 ×10−5 0.8 ×103 0.6 ×103

4.69 30 0.1 4.0 65 21.0 33 1.3 136 2.7 ×10−5 0.8 ×103 0.4 ×103

5.27 10 3.2 4.0 62 0.0 56 1.3 39 19.0 ×10−5 1.9 ×103 0.3 ×103

5.39 50 0.1 4.0 51 32.7 24 1.3 115 3.2 ×10−5 0.8 ×103 0.5 ×103

IRS3 0.32 30 0.1 2.0 58 6.7 23 0.7 79 2.0 ×10−5 0.2 ×103 0.2 ×103

0.74 10 1.0 2.0 44 33.5 39 0.7 34 7.5 ×10−5 0.8 ×103 0.3 ×103

0.76 40 0.1 2.0 55 16.8 19 0.7 73 2.2 ×10−5 0.3 ×103 0.2 ×103

0.83 30 0.1 1.0 48 0.0 15 0.3 48 1.5 ×10−5 0.2 ×103 0.1 ×103

1.04 10 3.2 4.0 71 0.0 56 1.3 39 19.0 ×10−5 1.9 ×103 0.2 ×103

aFrom left to right, the parameters are reduced χ2, the initial core mass Mc, the mean mass surface density of the clump Σcl,
the current protostellar mass m∗, the viewing angle i, foreground extinction AV , half opening angle of the outflow cavity
θw,esc, the mass of the disk mdisk, the radius of the disk Rdisk, accretion rate from the disk to the protostar ṁdisk, the
luminosity integrated from the unextincted model SEDs assuming isotropic radiation Lbol,iso, and the inclination-corrected
true bolometric luminosity Lbol.

b In the ZT SED model, the ratio between disk mass and protostellar mass, mdisk/m∗, is fixed to be 1/3.

5. KINEMATIC MODELING

The detection of molecular lines has provided an op-

portunity to quantify the gas kinematics and more pre-

cisely measure the stellar masses. Different approaches

have been developed to measure the dynamical mass

based on the kinematic structure of molecular lines. A

widely adopted method uses PV diagrams to fit Kep-

lerian rotation, either the outer edge or the intensity

maxima (see Seifried et al. 2016, for a discussion). More

sophisticated modelling that includes a proper parame-

terization of the physical structure of the disk, e.g., tem-

perature and density profile, and radiative transfer with

code like RADMC-3D (Dullemond et al. 2012), has also

been developed (e.g., Czekala et al. 2015, 2016; Sheehan

et al. 2019). However, they can be computationally ex-

pensive and may have difficulties in the presence of con-

siderable extended emission and multiple sources like the

case in NGC 2071 IR. Similarly accurate determination

of dynamical mass could be achieved via pure kinematic

modeling without detailed treatment of the underlying

physical structure of the disk (Boyden & Eisner 2020).

Here we develop a simple analytic model, which is sim-

ilar as the one in Boyden & Eisner (2020), to interpret

the observed PV diagrams and to infer the dynamical

masses.

5.1. A simplified analytic model

The observed kinematics of molecular lines could arise

from two components: a Keplerian rotating disk, and

an infalling-rotating envelope. The envelope is further

discussed in subsection 5.3. For the disk, we assume an

optically thin, uniformly excited disk orbiting around a

central object with massm∗ and we assume that the disk

has a height h(r) = 0.2×r on both sides of the midplane,

and a sharp truncation at the inner boundary Rin, and

an outer radius Rdisk. The density distribution of the

disk is described by ρ ∝ r−2.5. This corresponds to a

surface density Σ(r) ∝ r−1.5, i.e., similar as those found

in protoplanetary disks (Sheehan et al. 2019). The disk

follows Keplerian rotation, i.e,

vr = 0, (3)

vφ =

√
Gm∗
r

. (4)

Based on the density and kinematic distribution above

we can generate 3-D model grids to simulate the disk

system, with each grid cell with a density ρi and velocity

vi. To compare with observations we assume the disk is

viewed at an inclination angle i (i = 0◦ corresponds to a

face-on configuration while i = 90◦ is edge-on). Thus we

may calculate the line of sight velocity vi,los for each grid

cell depending on the viewing angle and the position of

the model grid. Each grid then produces line emission

with a velocity profile described by

φv,obs ∝ exp

[
− (vobs − vi,los)

2

2σ2

]
, (5)

where we adopt σ =
√
kT/µmH , i.e., the thermal broad-

ening line width, where µ is the molecular weight of the

molecule in use. For temperature we use the dust tem-

perature estimated in subsection 3.1. For a specific sky
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location, the line intensity at vobs can be obtained by

integrating φv,obs · ρi for each model grid along line of

sight. In this way we can generate a position-position-

velocity (PPV) cube. To mimic the observational setups

we match the channel width of our model PPV cube to

values in the observation (depending on which line is

being fit), and smooth the PPV cube to the same spa-

tial resolution as in the real observations. Then we ex-

tract a PV diagram along the disk midplane to compare

with our observational results. Alternatively, we can

also directly compare the model PPV cube with obser-

vations. In most cases these two methods give consistent

results. Here we use the PV diagram, mainly because

a PPV cube may also contain line emission from other

structures other than the disk, especially for IRS1 (see

Figure 6). The PV diagram is extracted following the

center position and orientation defined by the 1.3 mm

continuum from 2D Gaussian fit (for IRS1 we follow a

P.A.∼ 135◦ following the discussion in subsection 3.2).

To match observations we include two additional pa-

rameters, vsys and ∆x, to describe the center of a PV

diagram. For example, a non-zero ∆x means the center

of the PV diagram deviates from the reference point, i.e.,

in this case, the source position defined by 2D Gaussian

fit of the 1.3 mm continuum.

In Figure 13 we present an example of the model out-

put and compare it with the PV diagram of IRS3 from

line CH3OCHO 184,14−174,13, which is selected as a rep-

resentative for group B lines described in subsection 3.2.

The model assumes a Keplerian rotating disk with m∗
= 1.5 M�, Rdisk = 130 au, Rin = 25 au and vsys =

9.5 km s−1. This model appears reasonably consistent

with emission of CH3OCHO 184,14 − 174,13, suggesting

that it indeed can be explained by a Keplerian rotating

disk. Such disk-only models may not fit the group A

lines well as they show significant extended low velocity

emission and may have a contribution from the inner

envelope, which is further discussed in subsection 5.3

5.2. Dynamical mass estimation

For the purpose of dynamical mass estimation we uti-

lize the group B lines, i.e., lines that unambiguously

trace the disk. This allows us to reduce the number of

free parameters, and also the systematic uncertainties

since the disk kinematics are much simpler. To further

assess the fit quality we use a χ2 likelihood, defined as

χ2 =
∑(

Data(x, v)−Model(x, v)

σ

)2

, (6)

i.e., the sum of χ2 over all pixels within a localized region

in the PV diagram. σ is the rms noise of the PV diagram

measured with signal-free regions.

In summary, we have in total seven parameters for

the disk model, {m∗, Rdisk, Rin, i, vsys, ∆x, fnorm},
including the stellar mass m∗, disk inner/outer radius

Rin and Rdisk, inclination i, systemic velocity vsys and

position offset ∆x. Since the model does not provide

any constraints on the absolute intensity we also include

a normalization factor fnorm to compare with observa-

tions. For convenience in the calculations both model

and observed PV diagrams are normalized by their peak

intensities, so the fnorm factor is ∼1. In order to ex-

plore the parameter space more effectively we adopt the

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) fitting code emcee

(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). Uniform prior probabil-

ity distributions for the parameters is assumed, for the

mass m∗ in a range of 1 – 15 M�, Rin in a range of 0

– 40 au, Rdisk in a range of 40–200 au, i in a range of 0

– 90 degrees, vsys in a range of 8 – 12 km s−1, ∆x in a

range of −40 – 40 au and fnorm in a range of 0.7 – 1.3.

We selected lines that are relatively strong and

isolated so that we can safely avoid the contami-

nation from other lines that are close in frequency.

These are CH3OH 183,15 − 174,14, CH3OH 103,7 −
112,9, 13CH3OH 51,5 − 41,4, SO2 283,25 − 282,26 and

CH3OCHO 184,14 − 174,13. We run the MCMC routine

for the PV diagram of each line separately. In practice

we found that there is usually some coupling between

m∗ and i, which is expected. Consider a narrow ring

with radius r rotating around a center mass m∗, then

on the PV diagram one would get a velocity gradient

∂vLOS

∂x
=

√
Gm∗
r3

sin(i). (7)

The case for an inner truncated disk is similar, i.e.,

equivalent to a set of rings with radii from Rin to Rdisk.

So our model is not very effective at optimizing both m∗
and i simultaneously, especially when the disk kinemat-

ics are not well-resolved. In this case we may overfit the

data and the walkers could struggle to achieve global

optimization when multiple χ2 minimums exist. There-

fore, we attempted two strategies of parameter setup:

one with the inclination i as a free parameter and a

prior range of 0 – 90◦ is given. As for the second strat-

egy, we use a fixed i to avoid overfitting. For IRS3 we

adopt the inclination angle inferred from the dust con-

tinuum (i.e., 67◦). For IRS1 the inclination is not well

constrained so we fixed the inclination angle for a range

of discrete values, i.e., 90◦, 60◦ and 30◦, and then run

MCMC routine.

Table 5 lists the best-fit parameters for IRS1 and

IRS3. We found that different lines return broadly

consistent disk parameters. In the fixed-i case, our

modeling of IRS3 gives a mass ranging from 1.43 to
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1.52 M�, and a radius ranging from 112 to 134 au for

the different lines. This mass estimation is in reasonable

agreement with the SED model results for IRS3, i.e, ∼
2.0 M�. The radius estimation also agrees well with

the value derived from millimeter continuum (∼103 au).

CH3OH 183,15−174,14 gives the lowest mass value of 1.43

± 0.02 M�, while CH3OH 103,7−112,9 gives the highest

mass value of 1.52 ± 0.18 M�. The models with free

inclination work reasonably well and give very similar re-

sults as models with fixed i. The best-fit i ranges from

63 to 77◦, indicating that a configuration that is close to

edge-on is also favored from the modeling. These values

appear in good agreement with the fiducial inclination

of 67◦.

For IRS1 the resultant mass strongly depends on the

assumed inclination value. For a moderate inclination i

= 60◦, the modeling returns a mass of 4.40 – 5.46 M�
among different lines. High inclination (90◦) results in

a lower mass estimation, i.e, 3.68 – 4.30 M�, while low

inclination i=30◦ tends to give a high mass estimation

around 10.03 – 14.06 M�, which is unrealistically large

for IRS1 given the observed bolometric luminosity. So

lower inclinations (i.e., more close to face-on configura-

tion) are not explored. The free-i models further put

some constraints on the inclination, with the best-fit

values ranging from 56◦ to 70◦ for different lines. The

corresponding masses span from 3.58 to 5.65 M�. We

discuss possible range of stellar masses of IRS1 in sub-

section 6.1.

Table 5. Estimated physical parameters of IRS3 and IRS1 from the kinematic modeling

Source Molecule/Transition i m∗ Rdisk Rin vsys ∆x fnorm

(degree) (M�) (au) (au) km s−1 (au)

IRS3 CH3OH 183,15 − 174,14 72.54±7.41 1.38±0.09 118.53±3.40 14.07±0.99 9.40±0.04 -14.46±1.33 1.14±0.03

67 1.43±0.02 120.86±3.01 13.69±1.05 9.42±0.04 -14.55±1.14 1.13±0.03

CH3OH 103,7 − 112,9 67.95±6.70 1.47±0.11 129.59±5.01 10.98±2.71 9.43±0.11 -19.45±1.44 1.11±0.04

67 1.52±0.18 133.85±4.39 14.20±2.56 9.47±0.10 -19.54±1.81 1.08±0.05
13CH3OH 51,5 − 41,4 76.73±8.49 1.53±0.16 136.01±9.12 18.89±0.71 9.34±0.13 -13.51±2.00 1.09±0.04

67 1.49±0.13 129.72±7.19 16.53±1.87 9.41±0.04 -13.60±1.16 1.16±0.03

SO2 283,25 − 282,26 63.46±3.45 1.57±0.08 110.96±12.68 10.42±1.29 9.49±0.04 -16.96±2.07 1.18±0.05

67 1.49±0.01 112.42±4.58 10.42±0.73 9.47±0.02 -18.25±1.36 1.24±0.04

CH3OCHO 184,14 − 174,13 68.77±4.67 1.50±0.03 130.41±4.84 25.87±1.92 9.50±0.03 -16.48±1.44 1.14±0.03

67 1.50±0.02 127.05±3.08 25.48±0.52 9.50±0.02 -17.04±1.23 1.16±0.03

IRS1 CH3OH 183,15 − 174,14 55.63±4.82 5.13±0.43 139.75±7.30 37.06±5.21 8.70±0.06 4.56±1.48 1.18±0.06

90 3.76±0.08 128.04±4.71 43.64±2.52 8.76±0.07 2.88±1.36 1.18±0.04

60 4.62±0.19 138.63±6.31 34.99±4.22 8.76±0.07 4.78±1.83 1.15±0.04

30 12.24±0.26 143.67±5.83 33.53±1.72 8.65±0.04 4.48±1.38 1.26±0.03

CH3OH 103,7 − 112,9 57.23±4.43 4.73±0.41 150.64±6.03 40.80±1.79 9.03±0.07 -6.63±1.25 1.07±0.03

90 3.82±0.13 130.93±3.03 54.19±2.07 8.86±0.05 -9.12±1.70 1.08±0.04

60 4.58±0.36 149.18±16.27 42.78±16.53 9.02±0.17 -7.45±1.98 1.07±0.06

30 11.87±0.26 148.06±3.70 38.91±0.93 8.92±0.04 -6.03±1.46 1.16±0.03
13CH3OH 51,5 − 41,4 59.66±2.42 5.49±0.23 147.02±3.25 59.91±1.29 8.77±0.04 -5.34±1.55 1.17±0.03

90 4.30±0.11 143.88±3.01 63.23±1.72 8.81±0.03 -6.24±1.38 1.04±0.03

60 5.46±0.09 146.90±3.03 59.70±1.40 8.77±0.04 -5.29±1.44 1.17±0.03

30 13.73±0.19 159.08±4.39 48.20±1.36 8.91±0.04 -3.27±1.61 1.19±0.03

SO2 283,25 − 282,26 69.92±4.09 3.58±0.24 130.76±7.32 28.32±3.08 9.35±0.12 -8.22±1.66 1.14±0.03

90 3.68±0.32 143.50±7.96 28.75±4.35 9.13±0.22 -8.39±1.66 1.06±0.03

60 4.40±0.31 153.82±7.38 18.21±7.02 9.14±0.15 -6.03±1.36 1.11±0.04

30 10.03±0.44 157.70±13.23 15.62±4.43 9.47±0.09 -6.37±1.46 1.19±0.02

CH3OCHO 184,14 − 174,13 55.61±3.01 5.65±0.37 133.29±3.34 56.90±2.15 8.83±0.03 -6.89±1.48 1.19±0.04

90 4.10±0.17 132.39±20.19 63.40±16.48 8.87±0.14 -6.97±2.24 1.00±0.04

60 5.34±1.94 134.50±21.74 59.40±12.33 8.83±0.05 -7.49±2.22 1.14±0.05

30 14.06±0.37 129.42±6.24 51.43±3.06 8.83±0.14 -5.68±1.61 1.26±0.05

5.3. Kinematic modeling with both disk and envelope

components

Instead of a pure Keplerian rotating disk, the group

A lines, i.e., those from C18O, 13CO, H2CO and SO

are likely to have a contribution from a surrounding en-

velope. To test this we apply our kinematic model to

group A lines by adding an envelope component. In this

section we focus on the SO 65 − 54 line since it has the

most symmetric appearance among group A lines (see
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Figure 13. Left: PV diagram of CH3OCHO 184,14 − 174,13 for IRS3 shown in colorscale and contours. Middle: The analytic
model for a Keplerian rotating disk with m∗=1.5 M�, Rdisk = 130 au, Rin = 25 au, vsys = 9.5 km s−1 and ∆x = -17 au. Right:
The residual between model and observed PV diagrams. In all three panels the intensity is normalized by the peak intensity in
observations, and the contours levels are (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9). The horizontal and vertical dashed lines indicates the systemic
velocity vsys and position offset ∆x, respectively. .

the PV diagram in Figure 5). SO 65 − 54 is also less af-

fected by the optical depth issue compared to C18O 2–1

or 13CO 2-1. Only IRS3 is investigated here since it has

a more symmetric disk appearance and we are able to

independently estimate its inclination.

In Figure 14 and Table 6 we present the best fit mod-

els for the PV diagram of SO 65− 54 line towards IRS3.

First, to test if the PV diagram can be well modeled

by a pure disk we run the same MCMC routine as in

subsection 5.2 with a fixed inclination angle of 67◦. We

also allow for a larger range to search for the disk radius

Rdisk, i.e., a uniform prior probability distributions from

0 to 400 au. The best fit model returns a stellar mass

of 1.61 M� and a radius of 269 au. While the stellar

mass is slightly larger, but still broadly consistent with

the measurements in subsection 5.2, the disk radius is

significantly larger, which is expected since the SO emis-

sion is more extended. The model fails to reproduce the
low velocity emission extending beyond ∼0.′′5, especially

for the redshifted part.

5.3.1. the simplified thin envelope model

In light of this we add an envelope component starting

from Rdisk and extends to an outer boundary Rout. We

assume the envelope has a flat geometry that is similar

to the disk, i.e., density ρ = 0 for h ¿ 0.2×r. The enve-

lope starts from the centrifugal barrier at radius Rdisk

= Rcb, and extends to an outer boundary Rout. We also

assume the density changes smoothly from the disk to

envelope and the envelope follows a density distribution

a ρ ∝ r−1.5. This corresponds to the typical density pro-

file of an infalling cloud (e.g., Shu 1977; Harvey et al.

2003). The envelope has the motion described by

vr = −vcb

√
Rcb(r −Rcb)

r
, (8)

vφ = vcb
Rcb

r
, (9)

where vcb =
√

2Gm∗/Rcb is the the rotation velocity

at the centrifugal barrier. Such motion conserves both

angular momentum and mechanical energy (see, e.g.,

Sakai et al. 2014). An example of the adopted velocity

profiles is shown in Figure 15.

The same MCMC routine is run (with one more free

parameter Rout). The resultant best fit parameters are

shown in Table 6 (disk + envelope (A)). The PV dia-

gram of the best fit model, which gives m∗ = 1.24 M�,

Rdisk = 113 au and Rout= 394 au, is shown in panel (b)

of Figure 14. This model has a better performance in

fitting the low velocity emission, and the best fit disk

radius Rdisk also agrees well with the measurements in

subsection 5.2. This agrees with the explanation that

group A lines (at least for SO) are tracing both the disk

and the inner envelope components.

5.3.2. the modified envelope model

Interestingly, when an envelope component is added,

the best fit stellar mass, 1.24±0.04 M� is smaller than

the best fit masses from modeling group B lines, i.e.,

1.4 – 1.5 M�. This underestimation of dynamical mass

could be partly attributed to the oversimplified enve-

lope kinematics in the calculation. For example, the

presented envelope model has ignored the motions of

the infalling material in the z direction. In particular,

the tangential velocity profile is not continuous at the

location of Rdisk (the radius of centrifugal barrier), i.e.,

there is a jump by a factor of
√

2 when transitioning

from the disk to the envelope. Such velocity jump may

not be physically realistic and has not been suggested

in the observations. Mathematically this discontinuity
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14. PV diagram of SO 65 − 54 of IRS3 overlaid with the predictions of the analytic model. (a) The contours indicate
the analytic model for a Keplerian rotating disk. (b) The contours indicate the analytic model for a Keplerian rotating disk
plus a simplified thin envelope model. (c) Same as (b) but use a modified rotation velocity profile for the envelope component,
see text for more details. it (d) The contours indicate the analytic model for a Keplerian rotating disk plus an envelope with
kinematic and density properties set by the ballistic solutions in Ulrich (1976). In all panels the model is normalized by the
peak intensity and the contour levels are (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9). The parameters for the disk model in (a) are {m∗, Rdisk, Rin,
i, vsys, ∆x, fnorm}, i.e., the stellar mass m∗, disk inner/outer radius Rin and Rdisk, inclination i, systemic velocity vsys and
position offset ∆x. For the disk+envelope model in (b), (c), and (d), an parameter of Rout is introduced to characterize the
outer boundary of the envelope. For the diks+Ulrich76 envelope model in (d) we have an additional parameter menv/mdisk to
describe the mass ratio between disk and envelope (see text for more details).

in the velocity profile could have led to the underesti-

mation in central mass, since a smaller mass is needed

to compensate for the large tangential velocity beyond

Rdisk.

To test this we run the MCMC routine with a modi-

fied velocity profile, in which we assume the envelope to

disk transition takes place at the centrifugal radius, i.e.,

Rdisk = Rc = 2Rcb to avoid the rotation velocity keeps

increasing inside Rc and exceeding the Keplerian veloc-

ity. In this way the transition of rotation velocity profile

becomes continuous (see Figure 15). The best fit results

and parameters are presented in Figure 14 and Table 6

(disk + envelope (B)). As can be seen, this model returns

m∗ = 1.44±0.09 M�, consistent with the measurements

using compact disk tracers in subsection 5.2.

5.3.3. the Ulrich76 envelope model

In order to further explore how the fitting is affected

by different envelope models, we also try to fit the obser-

vations with Ulrich (1976) (hereafter Ulrich76) envelope

model. It is based on the solution of the collapse of a

spherically symmetric cloud in uniform solid-body ro-

tation when the pressure forces are negligible, in which

material infalls following ballistic trajectories. With the

assumption of solid-body rotation, particles falling near

the rotational axis have smaller angular momentum and

will fall in close to the central star, while particles falling

in from regions near θ ∼ π/2 will fall in to a maximum

centrifugal radius Rc, which is determined by the spe-

cific angular momentum measured around the rotation

axis. The material arriving at the midplane will col-

lide with material arriving at the same position from
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Figure 15. An example of the velocity profiles adopted
in the analytic model. Here we assume a stellar mass of
1 M� and an edge-on disk with a radius of 100 au. (a)
The envelope kinematics described in subsection 5.1, i.e., the
infalling and rotating material in the envelope reaches the
centrifugal barrier (Rdisk = Rcb = 100 au), where a disk
forms. (b) A modified version of (a). The radial and and
tangential velocities are also described by Equation 8 and
Equation 9 but we assume Keplerian rotation motion inside
the centrifugal radius (Rdisk = Rc = 2Rcb = 100 au). In this
case the tangential velocity of the envelope will not exceed
the Keplerian rotation velocity as in (a) and is continuous at
the disk radius Rdisk.

opposite z direcion, thus producing a flat disk (after the

kinematic energy dissipates in shocks). For simplicity

we ignore the detailed processes of disk formation and

assume a thin disk undergoing pure Keplerian rotating

motion inside Rc. Therefore, for r ¡ Rdisk (=Rc), we

keep the same geometry (h = 0.2×r), density and kine-

matic setup for the disk component as in other models,

and for r ¿ Rdisk, we adopt the ballistic solution as in

Ulrich76 to set the density and velocity for each model

grid (the density is evaluated by assuming that the mass

infall rate is steady). However, there is a singularity in

the density solution at r = Rc and z = 0 (on the mid-

plane). This will not cause numerical issues as long as

no model grid is centered on this point but we cannot

assume a continuous density transition from the disk to

envelope as other models above. Instead we add an-

other parameter, the mass ratio between the envelope

and disk menv/mdisk, to properly characterize the den-

sity contrast between the two components.

The results are also shown in Figure 14 and Table 6.

The best fit model gives m∗ = 1.43 M�, Rdisk = 153 au

and Rout = 347 au. Different from the envelope mod-

els above, which shows a concave PV feature (i.e., at

the second/fourth quadrant in the PV diagram), the Ul-

rich76 envelope model seems to predict a more compact

and diamond-shaped PV diagram, in contrast with the

observation. This appearance could partly arise from

the difference in assumed envelope geometry: in the sim-

plified envelope case we have assumed a flat geometry

(i.e., density ρ = 0 for h ¿ 0.2×r), which is consistent

with a relatively late evolutionary stage when the sur-

rounding material has been partly evacuated; in the Ul-

rich76 model there is still material distributed in smaller

polar angles, so the infalling material close to the rota-

tional axis could contribute more low velocity emission,

seen in the second/fourth quadrant of the PV diagram.

In summary, we attempt to model the SO 65− 54 line

with different setups, including a pure Keplerian disk

and a disk plus an inner envelope, and different envelope

models are also investigated. In particular, the disk +

simple envelope (A) model, in which we adopt the ra-

dius of centrifugal barrier as the transition point of the

disk and envelope, appears to lead to an underestima-

tion of the central stellar mass, mainly due to a jump

in the rotation velocity profile. This suggests that the

simplified thin envelope model based on the centrifugal

barrier assumption may be over simplified in describing

the kinematic transition between the disk and envelope.

Overall the model will have better performance in re-

producing the low velocity extended emission when an

envelope component is included, though the mass esti-

mation seems to rely on the specific envelope kinematics,

especially at the disk to envelope transition point. In

this case group A lines like SO arise from both the disk

and part of the envelope, while group B lines exclusively

trace the disk. However, the disk-only model also gives

a reasonable fit, and the fit can be potentially improved

if different disk geometry or density profiles are to be

used. In this case group A lines and group B lines are

both tracing the disk, but group A lines like SO65 − 54

has a more widespread distribution, likely due to their

relatively low upper energy level (see Table 1). It is

difficult to distinguish the two different scenarios based

on current observations. Higher resolution observations

and further exploration of the envelope/disk properties,

such as the geometry, density contrast between disk and

envelope, are needed to clarify the issue. Given the sys-
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tematic uncertainties involved in modeling the group A

lines, we rely on the dynamical mass estimated for group

B lines (compact disk tracers) in subsection 5.2 for re-

lated discussions.

Table 6. Estimated physical parameters of IRS3 from the kinematic modeling of SO 65 − 54

Type m∗ Rdisk Rin Rout vsys ∆x menv/mdisk fnorm

(M�) (au) (au) (au) ( km s−1) (au)

Disk 1.61±0.00 269.04±1.57 15.28±0.46 - 9.96±0.01 -8.39±0.54 - 1.13±0.01

Disk+Envelope(A) 1.24±0.04 113.20±9.92 10.76±2.78 393.86±12.85 9.67±0.15 -11.79±1.81 - 1.18±0.04

Disk+Envelope(B) 1.44±0.09 144.23±31.29 14.98±1.79 409.65±14.07 9.65±0.19 -9.08±1.48 - 1.19±0.04

Disk+Ulrich76 Envelope 1.43±0.10 153.44±21.74 12.57±1.85 347.07±53.24 9.56±0.20 -8.48±1.25 0.51±0.02 1.18±0.05

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Implication of the protostellar mass

Despite of the fact that NGC 2071 IR is known to

be an intermediate mass star formation region based

on luminosity considerations, there is no consensus with

regard to the protostar masses of the brighest sources,

i.e., IRS1 and IRS3. Snell & Bally (1986) suggests that

a single B2 star is required to generate sufficient ioniz-

ing flux to account for the observed radio emission of

IRS1, but the majority of radio emission may arise from

thermal jets rather than free-free emission of a photoion-

ized HII region. Carrasco-González et al. (2012) ar-

gues that IRS3 should also host an intermediate mass

star by modelling its SED and spatial intensity pro-

file at 3 mm with an irradiated accretion disk model.

More constraints are derived from observations of water

masers with VLA and VLBA by several investigators

(Torrelles et al. 1998; Seth et al. 2002; Trinidad et al.

2009). Based on the spatial-kinematic distribution of

the water masers Trinidad et al. (2009) estimated a cen-

tral mass of 5±3 M� and 1.2±0.4 M� for IRS1 and

IRS3, respectively. Nevertheless, the estimation is de-

rived with only a small number of masers (5 for IRS1,

6 for IRS3) and relies on assumptions about the disk

inclination and radii. Our ALMA molecular line obser-

vations provide a unique chance to clarify the dynamical

masses of IRS1 and IRS3.

6.1.1. IRS3

For IRS3 our kinematic modeling gives a central mass

estimation of 1.43 – 1.52 M� from fits to different

molecules. The variation is probably reflecting system-

atic differences of molecules in the spatial distribution

within the disk, due to variation of abundances and ex-

citation conditions. A more detailed modeling involv-

ing physically realistic disk properties and astrochemi-

cal evolution is required to better understand the vari-

ations of different molecules but is beyond the scope of

this paper. Here we take the range 1.43 – 1.52 M� as

a reasonable estimation for possible central masses of

IRS3. This estimation is further consolidated by our

SED fitting in section 4, which favors a central mass

around 2 M�. Note that our VLA 9 mm observations

have revealed the multiplicity in IRS3. In principle, if

the molecular lines are tracing Keplerian orbiting mo-

tions around the two components (IRS3A, IRS3B) then

the estimated dynamical mass should be treated as the

sum of two.

Our kinematic modeling also has the ability to con-

strain the mass ratio of IRS3A/IRS3B. In section 5 we

attempted the modeling of IRS3 with the position offset

as a free parameter to allow for a precise measurement of

the “kinematic center”, which corresponds to the binary

barycenter as the disk kinematics are regulated by the

center of mass. In the fixed-i case, the best-fit offsets

range from −13.60 to −19.54 au for different lines, indi-

cating the kinematic center is about 13.60 – 19.54 au to

the NW direction compared with the reference point, as

illustrated in Figure 16. Therefore the kinematic cen-

ter is located roughly in the middle of IRS3A/B and

one can further estimate a IRS3A/IRS3B mass ratio of

1.3–2.5 by comparing their relative distances from the

kinematic center.

It is also interesting to note that IRS3A appears to

coincide with the “geometric center” of the disk. Here

the “geometric center” can be defined as the center of

symmetry of elliptical contours in 1.3 mm/0.87 mm con-

tinuum at relatively low levels, where the emission is

not obviously skewed to the NW direction. In Figure 16

we marked the position of the intensity weighted cen-

ter for outer disk (defined by the region between 100σ -

400σ isophotal contours in 1.3 mm). If the disk is in a

steady state with its material distribution regulated by

the central mass, one would expect its geometric center

close to the barycenter of the binary system. However,

in our case there seems to be a non negligible deviation

between the two.
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Figure 16. A zoom-in view of IRS3. The colorscale and black contours illustrate the VLA 9 mm continuum. The contours
levels are (10, 20, 40, 80)×σ with σ = 12 µJy beam−1. The white contours indicate the 1.3 mm continuum and the contour
levels are (100, 200, 400, 600, 800)×σ with σ = 1.3 mJy beam−1. The beam sizes of 9 mm and 1.3 mm data are shown in the
lower and right corner, respectively. The geometric center of the circumbinary disk, determined as the intensity weighted center
of the region between 100σ and 400σ contours in 1.3 mm, is shown in a magenta dot. The positions of IRS3A and IRS3B,
measured from the 9 mm data is indicated by black crosses. The red circles represent the “kinematic center” from the kinematic
modeling measured for different lines.

However, we note that our spatial resolution is only

0.′′23 (∼100 au) in band 6 so it is challenging to in-

fer the position of the kinematic center (or the rela-

tive position between ALMA/VLA detections) with a

few au precision. One potential issue is the limitation

in absolute positional accuracy, which hinders precise

determination of the precise relative location between

VLA/9 mm and ALMA/1.3 mm detections. The the-

oretical accuracy limit by signal to noise ratio can be

estimated by δp = θbeam/(S/N)/0.9 (e.g., Cortes et al.

2021), which is around 0.3 mas for a FWHM beam size

θbeam = 0.′′23 and S/N = 890 for IRS3 in band 6. How-

ever, the atmospheric phase fluctuations limit the δp to

about 0.05θbeam (Cortes et al. 2021), which is around

0.′′02, or 5 au. Secondly, the determination of the kine-

matic center relies on assumption of symmetrically dis-

tributed line emission on both sides of the disk. Nev-

ertheless, we have observed asymmetric intensity distri-

bution in high resolution 0.87 mm continuum, which is

heavily skewed to the NW direction. If the asymme-

try arises from local enhanced temperature or density

(likely due to the existence of IRS3B), then the molecu-

lar line emission could be stronger toward the NW side

as well, and thus leading to a deviation of the derived

kinematic center to the NW direction. There are also

some hints for asymmetry in line intensity distribution

in some lines (see e.g, Figure 5). Follow up observations

in future are required to clarify it.

6.1.2. IRS1
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The mass of IRS1 is less well constrained mainly due

to a lack of knowledge of the inclination angle. In the

case of a fixed inclination of 60◦, the kinematic mod-

eling gives a central mass in range of 4.40 – 5.46 M�
with the scattering from different molecules. Systemat-

ically larger (smaller) masses can be obtained if smaller

(larger) inclination angles are to be assumed. The free-i

cases favor a modestly large inclination of 56◦– 70◦.

One can also argue against a very small inclination of

i . 30◦(close to face-on configuration) for IRS1 based on

the observed morphology/kinematics of outflows driven

by IRS1. The H2 1 - 0 S(1) map reveals a strong out-

flow associated with IRS1 roughly in the E-W direction,

with the Eastern lobe extending as far as 30′′(∼0.06 pc)

(outflow II in Eislöffel (2000), see also Walther & Geballe

(2019)). In our CO 2–1 observations the outflow asso-

ciated with IRS1 mainly appears as a single blueshifted

lobe located to the Southwest of the source, in con-

trast with the face-on configuration for which one would

expect more spatially overlapping blueshifted and red-

shifted line emission. Therefore the IRS1 disk should

have a moderate or higher inclination, although we can-

not be more certain about the precise range.

The SED analysis in section 4 provides a good con-

straint on the upper limit of the central mass of IRS1.

All the best five fit models of IRS1 have a stellar mass

m∗ . 4 M�. A larger stellar mass will typically re-

sult in larger fluxes in mid-/far-infrared, and bolometric

luminosities compared with the observation. The best

fit model with larger stellar mass (i.e., m∗ = 8 M�)

has a χ2 & 10, significantly worse compared with the

minimum χ2 (∼ 5), and hence is highly unlikely. Nev-

ertheless, the ZT model grid is rather sparse for smaller

m∗ and it is difficult to derive a more precise upper limit

from the SED fitting. Combining the information from

both kinematics and SED, we speculate the stellar mass

of IRS1 is about 3 – 5 M�. This puts constraints on

the inclination angle of IRS1, i.e., i & 60◦ according to

Table 5. A caveat is that in the SED analysis we have

implicitly assumed that IRS1 is dominated by a single

protostar while multiple components could exist inside

IRS1.

6.2. Accretion rate

In section 4 our SED modeling returns an estimation

of the accretion rate onto the protostar ṁ∗, which spans

from 1.5 × 10−5 to 1.9 × 10−4 M� yr−1 for both IRS1

and IRS3. Much of the large uncertainties arise from

emission being blended at wavelength>70 µm and hence

the bolometric luminosity for either source is not well

constrained. The bolometric luminosity Lbol has been

estimated to be 478 L� in an aperture encompassing

both IRS1 and IRS3 in Furlan et al. (2016). If we sim-

ply estimate the ratio of the Lbol,IRS1/Lbol,IRS3 based

on the SOFIA 37.1 µm photometry, as done in subsec-

tion 3.1, then the Lbol of IRS1 and IRS3 are 368 L� and

85 L�, respectively. Vast majority of the Lbol in IRS3

should be attributed to accretion luminosity since the

central object has a mass smaller than 2 M� based on

our kinematic modeling (see e.g., Palla & Stahler 1993).

Assuming Lacc ≈ Lbol, then the accretion rate can be

estimated from the equation

Lacc =
Gm∗ṁ∗
Rps

, (10)

where G is the gravitation constant, m∗ is the protostar

mass, ṁ∗ is the mass accretion rate from the disk to the

protostar, and Rps is the protostellar radius. Here we

adopt a stellar radius of 5 R� based on the protostel-

lar structure models in Palla & Stahler (1993). Thus

the mass accretion rate is likely between 8.8 ×10−6 to

9.4 ×10−6 M� yr−1 for a protostellar mass in range of

1.43 – 1.52 M�. In this calculation we have assumed

the accretion luminosity of IRS3 is dominated by a sin-

gle protostar, whereas in subsection 6.1 we have shown

that the secondary component, IRS3B, may have a com-

parable mass as IRS3A, although the uncertainty in the

estimated mass ratio is large. From the above equation,

the estimated ṁ∗ will not change if both components

have a similar ṁ∗ and a Rps of 5 R�, regardless of their

mass ratios. In this case the estimated ṁ∗, 8.8×10−6

– 9.4×10−6 M� yr−1, should be understood as accre-

tion occurring onto both objects. It is difficult, though,

to precisely determine the relative strength of ṁ∗, and

accordingly Lacc, for IRS3A/B since it may depend on

their masses, as well as their locations in the disk. And

their radii are probably smaller than 5 R� given their

smaller masses.

This estimation of ṁ∗ is smaller (a factor & 2) com-

pared with that derived in our SED modeling. However,

in our SED modeling the returned Lbol for all best five

models (100 – 300 L�) are greater than the assumed

Lbol (85 L�) here, possibly because for λ >70 µm only

upper limits of the photometry measurements are given.

For the solution with Lbol = 100 L�, the ZT model gives

a ṁ∗ of 1.5 × 10−5 M� yr−1, i.e., consistent within a

factor of 2 with the derived value from simplified calcu-

lations. This remaining discrepancy mainly arises from

a different treatment of the accretion luminosity in the

ZT SED model, in which half of the accretion energy,

i.e., Gm∗ṁ∗/2Rps is released when the accretion flow

reaches the stellar surface, while the other half is partly

radiated from the disk and partly converted to the ki-

netic energy of the disk wind. So up to half of the accre-
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tion luminosity may be converted to the kinematic en-

ergy and cannot be observed in radiation, thus a larger

accretion rate is needed in ZT model to account for the

accretion luminosities.

It is difficult to derive the accretion rate for IRS1 in

the same way, due to the less well constrained dynami-

cal mass and unknown multiplicity. If IRS1 contains two

low mass protostars with mass . 2 M�, then one can

derive an accretion rate of 1.5 ×10−5 M� yr−1 follow-

ing similar arguments as we did for IRS3, i.e., assuming

Lacc ≈ Lbol and Rps = 5 R�. However, IRS1 could con-

sist of one or multiple protostars with higher masses,

which may have larger stellar radii and a larger fraction

of the observed luminosity could be dominated by stel-

lar radiation instead of accretion. Indeed, in three out

of the best five SED models for IRS1 in section 4 with

m∗ = 4 M�, vast majority of the total luminosity is

contributed by the protostar itself. But still we expect

active accretion is currently occurring onto IRS1 based

on the detection of high velocity CO outflows close to

IRS1.

6.3. Jets and outflows in NGC 2071 IR

Jets and outflows provide a fossil record of the mass-

loss histories of associated YSOs. The NGC 2071 IR

region is characterized by widespread molecular hydro-

gen emission as revealed by the H2 1-0 S(1) line, and

considerable efforts have been made to identify individ-

ual outflows and assigning individual protostars to them

(Eislöffel 2000; Walther & Geballe 2019). IRS3 appears

to be the driving source for the largest NE-SW out-

flow that extends ∼3′ far on both sides (outflow IA,

IB following the designation in Eislöffel (2000)). IRS1

is driving another outflow that is more E-W oriented

(outflow IIA, IIB, with PA∼70◦), although the western

lobe (IIB) is much fainter in H2 lines. Our CO 2-1 ob-

servations, for the first time, provide a high resolution

view of the molecular outflows within the central 30′′ in

the NGC 2071 IR region. We discuss IRS3 and IRS1

separately in the following sections.

6.3.1. IRS3

The CO 2–1 data reveals a high velocity bipolar jet as-

sociated with IRS3, with a position angle in a range of 22

– 32◦ seen in different velocities. This further confirms

the association of the large scale NE-SW H2 outflow

with IRS3. Interestingly, there is a clear misalignment

between the jet/outflow seen in different tracers: the H2

outflow IA/IB has an average position angle of ∼ 45◦,

with its lateral extents covering a wide range around

10◦– 60◦. The molecular jet shows a position angle in a

range around 22 – 32◦. The radio jet in our 9 mm map

has a position angle ∼ 15◦(which is consistent with mea-

surements in literature, see Torrelles et al. (1998); Seth

et al. (2002); Trinidad et al. (2009); Carrasco-González

et al. (2012)). Furthermore, the disk has a position an-

gle of ∼ 130◦, approximately perpendicular to the high

velocity CO jet (but not the radio jet). The most likely

mechanism to account for these observational phenom-

ena is a precessing jet wiggling over a range of jet po-

sition angles, and thus the various orientations seen in

different tracers represent the interaction of jet and en-

vironment material at different phases. Jet precession

has long been known in both low mass and high mass

YSOs (see reviews in Frank et al. 2014; Lee 2020), and

large axis changes of up to ∼45◦ are also observed in a

few sources (e.g., Cunningham et al. 2009).

The current radio jet seen in centimeter continuum

indicates the most recent ejection event from the pro-

tostar. It is also suggested in Carrasco-González et al.

(2012) that the jet is precessing since they found varia-

tions in the jet orientation (a few degrees) of the IRS3 jet

over a few years (1995–1999). However, their observa-

tions have relatively low resolutions (∼ 0.3′′ in 3.6 cm),

and hence the measurements may suffer from more un-

certainties due to the imperfect Gaussian fitting, or con-

taminated by the unresolved binary component. Our

high resolution 9 mm data gives a more unambiguous

measurement of the jet position angle, i.e, ∼ 15◦, which

is close to the value measured for 1998/1999 epochs in

Carrasco-González et al. (2012). There is no smoking

gun evidence for the changes of radio jet orientation in

a few year timescale, and further observations with sim-

ilar spatial resolutions are needed to confirm/clarify it

and better constrain the precession period.

In some velocities the CO outflow appears as mis-

aligned segments, and these features are roughly sym-

metrically distributed in blueshifted and redshifted lobes
(e.g., at |v−vsys|= 30 km s−1, see Figure 8). Such point-

symmetric (i.e., S-shaped) wiggles are expected for pre-

cession of the accretion disks because of tidal interac-

tions in noncoplanar binary systems (see, e.g., Raga &

Biro 1993; Terquem et al. 1999). Similar misaligned seg-

ments and S-shape wiggle are also tentatively detected

in the H2 emission (see figures in Eislöffel 2000; Walther

& Geballe 2019), but the spatial distribution of H2 is

more complex and may involve other physical processes

including deflection or blocking of part of an outflow. At

lower velocities we detected a wide angle component of

the CO outflow. Interestingly, the edges of this compo-

nent line up well with the spatial extent of the H2 emis-

sion. This further consolidates a unified origin of the

CO and H2 emission and suggest that this wide outflow

cavity is at least partly shaped by the jet precession.
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6.3.2. IRS1

Combining the information in the literature and this

work, IRS1 exhibits a similar complexity on the inferred

ejection directions. Trinidad et al. (2009) detected a

few ejected condensations (IRS1E, 1W) from IRS1 along

the East-West direction (P.A. ∼ 100◦) based on VLA

1.3 cm and 3.6 cm observations (see also Carrasco-

González et al. 2012). In H2 emission, IRS1 seems to

drive a East-oriented outflow (P.A. ∼ 70◦). This out-

flow contains several shock knots and some interspread

diffuse emission and are collectively called Outflow IIA

in Eislöffel (2000), but there could be contribution from

other protostars like IRS2. We have also detected some

blueshifted CO emission that is likely associated with

Outflow IIA. The western lobe (IIB) is much fainter in

H2. Note that given the disk orientation (P.A.∼135◦) of

IRS1, it it likely that the large scale outflow in the NE-

SW direction seen in single dish CO observation (e.g.,

Stojimirović et al. 2008), is partly contributed by IRS1.

On the other hand, a smaller P.A. (∼ 45◦) is required

to account for the low velocity CO outflow, especially

the blueshifted wide angle component to the southwest.

There are some relatively high velocity CO knots dis-

tributed close to the E-W orientation as well. The sit-

uation is further complicated by the non-ideal disk ap-

pearance seen in high resolution 0.87 mm, 1.3 mm and

9 mm continuum. The relatively diffuse part of 0.87 mm

emission appears consistent with a NE-SW oriented disk

(P.A. ∼ 135◦) but it contains a bright inner part elon-

gated at around P.A. ∼ 25◦. Extension along similar

direction is also seen in 9 mm continuum, as well as a

protuberance to the east. This East-orientated exten-

sion could be due to a E-W jet, as suggested in Trinidad

et al. (2009) based on ejected radio knots, whereas the

extension with P.A. ∼ 25◦ is less clear without auxiliary

information.

In summary, the observed radio condensations or high

velocity CO suggests a jet along or close to the E-W di-

rection, while the disk kinematics and CO outflow agree

with a NE-SW orientated ejection direction. The H2

emission has a spatial content with a P.A. range ap-

proximately in between but may have contributions from

other YSOs. Similar to the case of IRS3, one might con-

sider a precessing jet to account for the observed ejec-

tion events from IRS1. Carrasco-González et al. (2012)

reported that the direction of IRS1 jet appear to be

changing slightly over a few years based on the 3.6 cm

continuum morphology. In particular, the jet slightly

bends to the northwest around 0.′′5 to the west of the

protostar. Carrasco-González et al. (2012) argued that

it could be due to either the superposition of a binary

jet or a single jet interacting with the ambient medium.

The latter scenario is reminiscent of our 1.3 mm contin-

uum map, where we have also observed a dust clump

around 0.′′8 to the west of IRS1. This dense clump could

be responsible for the bending feature in radio jet. Op-

tionally, we note that a precessing jet can also naturally

explain the variations in jet orientation and morphology.

The possibility of unresolved multiplicity cannot be

ruled out with current data. Carrasco-González et al.

(2012) suggests that the extension in their 0.09′′ reso-

lution 1.3 cm map can be interpreted as a marginally

resolved close binary system with a separation ∼ 40 au.

Our 9 mm map of IRS1 exhibits a similar protuber-

ance to the east. A secondary component could be re-

sponsible for the origin of precession. Alternatively, one

could assign the observed ejections in different directions

to different components in the binary system, e.g., one

along E-W and the other along NE-SW. However, more

aggressive weighting of the long baselines in the imaging

process does not present any definitive evidence of mul-

tiplicity at present. In either case, IRS1 is an interesting

target to follow up with higher resolution interferome-

ter observations to resolve possible multiplicity and to

investigate the accretion and jet ejection process associ-

ated with intermediate mass protostars.

6.4. Possible interactions during cluster formation

In the preceding sections we have demonstrated that

both IRS1 and IRS3 show indication of interesting disk

substructures, e.g., the IRS1 disk resembles a bar-spiral

configuration while IRS3 is a circumbinary disk host-

ing a close binary system. In Figure 1 we also see that

some disks including IRS3 appear to connect with some

filamentary diffuse emission. Some of these signatures

could potentially be linked to the clustered environment

in this intermediate mass star forming region. Dynami-

cal interactions between young stars are common in the

molecular cloud (Bate 2018), and could dramatically

affect the structure and evolution of protostellar disks

(e.g., Pfalzner 2003; Winter et al. 2018; Cuello et al.

2020).

One can estimate the average time required for a par-

ticular star to undergo an encounter with another star

passing within a pericenter distance, dmin as (Davies

2011)

τenc ' 33 Myr

(
100 pc−3

n

)( v∞
1 km s−1

)(103 AU

dmin

)(
M�
Mt

)
,

(11)

where n is the stellar number density in pc−3, v the

mean relative velocity at infinity of the cluster stars

and Mt is the total mass of the stars involved in the

encounter. Therefore, disks around more massive pro-
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tostars are more susceptible to close encounters. For

NGC 2071 IR, there are nine protostellar objects within

Rc ∼0.03pc, yielding a number density of 8×104 pc−3.

For dmin ∼ 1000 au and v ∼ 1 km s−1(typical veloc-

ity dispersion in NGC 2071 IR (van Kempen et al.

2012)), the average encounter time is about 2×104 yr

for a low mass protostar such as IRS3, with Mt ∼
2M�. This is comparable to the cluster crossing time

tc = Rc/v ∼ 3×104 yr, or the free-fall timescale tff =√
3π/(32Gρ) ∼ 3× 104 yr, where the density ρ is esti-

mated with a total mass of ∼30M�(combining the gas

mass of 21.7M� in van Kempen et al. (2012) and stel-

lar masses) within a slightly larger radius of ∼0.05 pc.

Thus it can not be ruled out that the properties of IRS1

or IRS3 disks may have been impacted and shaped by

encounters with other young stars during the cluster for-

mation process.

7. CONCLUSION

We have utilized ALMA/VLA data in conjunction

with previous near- to far-infrared and single-dish sub-

millimeter data to characterize the protostellar con-

tent of the intermediate mass star formation region,

NGC 2071 IR, and in particular, the dominant sources

IRS1 and IRS3. These observations allow for a detailed

characterization of the properties of protostellar disks,

jets/outflows and multiplicity associated with IRS1 and

IRS3. The main findings are summarized as follows:

1. IRS3 shows a clear disk appearance at 0.87 mm

and 1.3 mm, which has a measured radius of 103 au

and an inclination of ∼67◦. The 9 mm continuum

observation further reveals a close binary system

separated by ∼43 au. The more luminous com-

ponent, IRS3A, is coincident with the geometric

center of the disk, and drives a radio jet with a

position angle around 15◦.

2. IRS1 is marginally resolved in 1.3 mm with a

0.′′24×0.′′21 beam. With a 0.′′13×0.′′10 resolution

in 0.87 mm IRS1 appears to contain both a inner

brighter component and a larger diffuse compo-

nent, with approximately orthogonal orientations.

IRS1 is marginally resolved and has a T-shape ex-

tension in 9 mm.

3. Both IRS1 and IRS3 exhibit clear velocity gradi-

ent across their protostellar disks in multiple spec-

tral lines, indicating Keplerian rotation. Inspec-

tion of the PV diagrams suggests that the molec-

ular lines can be divided into two groups: group

A, including C18O, H2CO, SO, show bright emis-

sion peak in the first and third quadrant extend-

ing to & 1′′ and may have contribution from both

disk and envelope, while lines group B, includ-

ing CH3OH, 13CH3OH, SO2 and other organic

molecules appears as a continuous linear feature

crossing the first and third quadrant without low

velocity emission extending beyond 0.′′5 (∼200 au)

and are hence exclusively tracing the inner disk.

4. We use the Zhang & Tan (2018) model to fit the

SED of IRS1 and IRS3 from near-IR to millime-

ter wavelength. A reasonably good fit can be ob-

tained with a stellar mass of ∼4 M� for IRS1, and

∼2 M� for IRS3.

5. We developed an analytic modeling and MCMC

method to better constrain the dynamical masses

of the central objects of protostellar disks. IRS3 is

estimated to have a total dynamical mass of 1.43–

1.52 M�. By comparing the relative separation of

each binary component (IRS3A, IRS3B) from the

kinematic center determined in the modeling, we

estimated a IRS3A/IRS3B mass ratio of 1.3 – 2.5.

The dynamical mass is less clear for IRS1 without

reliable measurement of the inclination. In the

free-i case, the kinematic modeling gives a range

of inclination from 56◦ to 70◦, and mass from 3.58

to 5.65 M�. Combining the constraints from both

SED and kinematic modeling, IRS1 should have

central mass in the range 3 – 5 M� assuming it is

dominated by a single protostar.

6. We modeled the group B line, SO 65 − 54, with

different setups, including a pure Keplerian disk

and a disk plus an inner envelope, where differ-

ent envelope models are investigated. The disk +

simple envelope (A) model, in which we adopt the

radius of the centrifugal barrier as the transition

point of the disk and envelope, appears to lead to

an underestimation of the central stellar mass, and

is thus not favored.

7. Based on our CO 2–1 data, IRS3 drives a spec-

tacular high velocity jet, as well as a low veloc-

ity wide angle outflow. IRS1 drives a single lobe

bubble-like outflow, as well as a few high veloc-

ity clumps. For both IRS1 and IRS3, the inferred

ejection directions from different tracers, including

radio jet, water maser, molecular outflow and H2

emission, are not always consistent. For IRS1 the

disagreement can be as large as ∼50◦. IRS3 is bet-

ter explained with a single precessing jet. Similar

mechanism may be working in IRS1 as well but

unresolved multiplicity cannot be ruled out.
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APPENDIX

A. SED IN THE MILLIMETER/CENTIMETER REGIME

In Figure A.1, we show SED of protostars from 0.87 mm to 20 cm, with data in this work and also flux measurements

in Carrasco-González et al. (2012). For sources with more than three data points we attempt a SED fitting with two

powerlaw components, with one of them having a fixed slope of +3 (for thermal dust emission). Most sources show

typical radio spectra found in YSOs, which are consistent with freefree emission at cm wavelengths plus a thermal

dust contribution at millimeter wavelengths.

B. XCLASS MODELLING OF THE SPECTRA IN THE CONTINUUM SPECTRAL WINDOW

We modeled the emission of complex organic molecules to confirm the identifications and derive their column

densities. To capture the emission from the vicinity of the protostars, we used a circular aperture with a radius of the

maximum Rdisk in Table 5. An overview of the spectra is shown in Figure B.1. IRS1 exhibits clear doubled-peaked

line profiles for most transitions due to disk kinematics and likely also dust opacity. Similarly double-peaked (or flat

top) profiles are present in IRS3 as well (e.g., lines around 234.12 GHz) but there are also many lines appearing as

single-peaked in the averaged spectrum.

We used xclass (Möller et al. 2017), which performs local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) radiative transfer

calculations using the molecular data from CDMS and JPL, to identify molecular species and estimate their column

densities. Table B.1 lists the molecular catalogs used in the modeling. We set up a source model described as a thin

disk that has four parameters, source size, excitation temperature (Tex), column density (N), and the full line width

at half maximum (FWHM). We fix the source size as 0.′′5 and measured the FWHM from representative emission in

each source. For IRS1, we use a FWHM of 14.4 km s−1 fitted from the SO2 emission at 234187 MHz; for IRS3, we

use a FWHM of 7.6 km s−1 fitted from the CH3OH emission at 232946 MHz. We assume no continuum emission for

the modeling. To identify molecular species, we look for transitions with Einstein-A > 10−6 s−1 and upper energy <

500 K. Once a species is tentatively identified, we modeled its spectra with fiducial parameters, Tex =100 K and a

column density that produces emission similar to observations, to confirm that all detectable transitions appears in

the observations. If a species has its modeled spectra consistent with the observations but all transitions are blended

with the emission of other species, we consider it a tentative identification.

Then, we fitted all identified and tentatively identified species simultaneously to constrain their Tex and N . To

reduce degeneracy in modeling, we first fitted the spectra of CH3OH and CH3OCHO using their isolated emission

prior to the global optimization that includes all species. Then, we set the Tex of CH2DOH and 13CH3OH to the fitted
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Figure A.1. SED of protostellar sources from 0.87 mm to 20 cm. The data points have been fitted as the sum of two powerlaws,
one of them with a fixed slope of +3 (for dust). The green data points are collected from Carrasco-González et al. (2012, and
see reference therein) and the blue data points are from this work.
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Figure B.1. Spectra from the ALMA band 6 continuum spectral window, extracted at the location of IRS1 and IRS3.

Tex of CH3OH because there are only a few lines of these isotopologues detected in the observations. Finally, we ran a

global optimization with all identified species without re-optimizing the models of CH3OH and CH3OCHO. Table B.2
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lists the best-fitted parameters for the identified species, while Figure B.2 and Figure B.3 show the synthetic spectra

compared with the observations.

Most COMs in IRS1 and IRS3 are spatially resolved and show kinematics consistent with Keplerian rotation. Hence

our measurements provide valuable constraints on the abundance of COMs that are exclusively associated with the

disk. In Figure B.4 we compare the COM abundances to other protostellar systems. Only a couple of tracers, for

which measurements of other sources are also available in the literature, are shown here. The abundance is normalized

by the column density of CH3OH. Since the column density estimation of CH3OH could be affected by optical depth

we assume the true CH3OH column density is the column density of 13CH3OH multiplied by the elemental abundance

of 12C/13C = 60 (Langer & Penzias 1993). The abundance ratios of IRS1 and IRS3 are generally lower, by about 0.5

– 1.5 magnitude, compared to the PEACHES survey towards protostars in the Perseus molecular cloud (Yang et al.

2021), or the protostellar disks HH212 and V883 Ori (Lee et al. 2017, 2019). Compared with the archetype hot corinos

like IRAS 16293-2422 B, the abundance ratios of IRS1 or IRS3 are generally consistent. Note that the interpretation of

such comparisons could be hindered by limited number of molecules and large systematic uncertainties in deriving the

column densities in different works. Interestingly, while IRS1 and IRS3 exhibit similar abundance ratios for CH3OCHO

and CH3OCH3, the ratio of IRS1 is 4 – 7 times higher than IRS3 in NH2CHO and C2H5CN. Such differentiation

may point to different behaviors in N-/O-bearing COMs, and reflect different initial conditions/chemical evolutionary

stages in the two systems.

Table B.1. Molecular Catalogs

Molecule References Molecule References

CH3OH Xu et al. (2008) CH2DOH Pearson et al. (2012)
13CH3OH Plummer et al. (1984); Oesterling

et al. (1999); Carvajal et al. (2007);
Maeda et al. (2008); Ilyushin et al.
(2009)

D2CO Fabricant et al. (1977); Dangoisse
et al. (1978); Chardon et al. (1974);
Tucker & Tomasevich (1973);
Baskakov et al. (1988); Lohilahti &
Horneman (2004)

CH3OCHO (v = 0, 1) Ilyushin et al. (2009) CH3OCH3 Endres et al. (2009)

CH3CH2CN Pearson et al. (1994); Brauer et al.
(2009)

CH3CHO Kleiner et al. (1996)

NH2CHO Blanco et al. (2006); Kryvda et al.
(2009)

SO2 Patel et al. (1979); Helminger & De
Lucia (1985); Lovas (1985); Alek-
seev et al. (1996)

Table B.2. Fitted Column Densities and Tex

Molecule IRS 1 IRS 3

Tex (K) N (cm−2) tentative Tex (K) N (cm−2) tentative

CH3OH 248 2.4× 1018 280 2.1× 1018

13CH3OH 248a 1.2× 1017 280a 4.7× 1017

CH2DOH 248a 8.2× 1016 280a 2.1× 1017

CH3OCHO 168 2.0× 1017 450 8.6× 1017

SO2 201 3.1× 1017 86 4.5× 1017

NH2CHO 359 5.9× 1015 499 6.0× 1015

D2CO 406 1.6× 1016 x 182 1.0× 1016 x

CH3COCH3 68 1.4× 1016 51 3.1× 1016

CH3OCH3 113 1.5× 1017 110 4.0× 1017

C2H5CN 304 1.9× 1016 403 1.1× 1016

aThe Tex is fixed.
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Figure B.2. The spectra of IRS1 (black) and the synthetic spectra of COMs (color lines). The total synthetic spectra is shown
in thin blue lines. The vertical dashed lines indicate unidentified lines with their frequencies annotated.
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Figure B.3. The spectra of IRS3 and the synthetic spectra of COMs. The legends are similar to that in Figure B.2
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Figure B.4. The ratios of the COMs detected in IRS1 and IRS3 compared to other studies of protostars. The black lines
indicate the abundance ratios of COMs toward the PEACHES sample (Yang et al. 2021), which includes 50 embedded (Class
0/I) protostars in the Perseus molecular cloud. IRAS 162932422 is a prototype hot corino system. The column densities of
COMs toward IRAS 16293-2422 B are taken from Jørgensen et al. (2016) for CH3OH, Jørgensen et al. (2018) for CH3OCH3,
CH3OCHO, NH2CHO and Calcutt et al. (2018) for C2H5CN. The column densities of COMs toward IRAS 16293-2422 A are
taken from Manigand et al. (2020) for CH3OH, C2H5OH, CH3OCH3, CH3OCHO, NH2CHO, and Calcutt et al. (2018) for
C2H5CN. V883 Ori and HH212 are two protostellar systems with spatially resolved COM detections associated with their disks.
Their COM column densities are taken from Lee et al. (2019) and Lee et al. (2017), respectively.
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